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Abstract
Economic failure of mobile satellite telephone constellations has caused
reservations regarding the recent proposals for broadband satellite networks. Great
diversity between proposed systems has raised the question: Is there an optimal
constellation design for a set of requirements? This work quantifies a series of qualitative
relationships to identify better constellation designs based on operational altitude and
number of satellites.
A number of constellation designs are created to represent feasible configurations
for the delivery of broadband services. Configurations, based on the FCC filings or
created from scratch, are all required to provide a specified level of continuous service to
a reasonable coverage area with a market capable of supporting the system.
In order to emphasize the comparison of constellations, and not differences in
satellite design, a scalable generic satellite is characterized. This abstraction is designed
to be the most capable at providing broadband service and the satellite's size is dependent
on its operating altitude and the number of users it must continuously support. Both of
these parameters are specified for each constellation configuration examined.
This thesis effort is divided among five major sections. The first section outlines
what a broadband satellite network must achieve, and what applications it enables.
Second is the market model, which describes and estimates the total potential population
of users. The third module includes assumptions regarding all the constellations. These
sections describe what the satellites must deliver, who is expected to use it, and establish
standards on the level of service the constellations provide. The fourth part is the design
methodology, which outlines the major subsystems of the satellite, selects and justifies
the best options, and derives relations for the subsystem's size as a function of the
satellite's operational altitude and capacity. The number of required ground stations, their
complexity, and the user terminal features are also specified for each constellation. The
fifth section is the cost model that estimates the cost to produce, launch, and operate each
constellation. Cost estimating relations based on historical data relate a predicted cost of
satellite subsystems to their mass. Launch, insurance, gateway, and user terminal
expenses are considered in the cost model, while additional factors are included to assess
level of technology and mass production benefits to the satellite's cost.
Combining these elements yields, for a given constellation, the mass and features
of the required satellites, the necessary launch vehicles and ground stations, the total cost
to build and operate, and a projected revenue stream. A cost per subscription month at
expected capacity results, and is the major metric for comparison. Qualitative evaluation
of the constellation features not captured in the analysis is performed as well. The
methodology is used to compare the different constellations' proposals and to design new
optimized concepts.
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1 Opening
1.1 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to remove some of the uncertainty involved in the
design of a broadband satellite constellation. Sixteen satellite constellations designed to
deliver the same service, are created and compared to ascertain differences in their ability
to be economical. A cost per subscription month for a one Mbps broadband connection is
calculated for each constellation and treated as the central measure of comparison.
This work identifies the major concerns of communication satellite and
constellation design, produces a framework through which various constellation concepts
are compared evenly, and directly assesses the assumed constellation designs. An
additional result of this thesis is a methodology and structure to compare constellations
for alternate missions. Items are at times explained in exceptional detail to enlighten the
reader and provide the extra information useful for reapplying this framework to different
mission objectives. The information revealed is intended to be useful for investors and
designers in the satellite industry, and serve as a preliminary effort to quantify the
tradeoffs present in constellation design.
The nature of the problem addressed involves a significant amount of uncertainty;
many of the pieces of required information are not publicly available. With the limited
amount of time and resources available a foundation for constellation comparison is
created. This structure is intended to be refined as information becomes available and
serves as a stepping-stone for future efforts of satellite constellation design and
comparison. While the results are not flawless, they capture the broad differences
between constellations in a useful manner.
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1.2 Motivation
The motivation of this thesis is to improve the chance for success of a broadband
service satellite network proactively. Satellites are widely accepted as a better method for
delivering broadband service everywhere in the world than expensive fiber cable lines
that lack sufficient global infrastructure (Long 2001). Once the satellites are in orbit, a
user terminal is all that is required to connect, while traditional means of obtaining high
data rate connections involve the installation of cabling that is unreasonably expensive
for most undeveloped and rural locations. Absence of need for terrestrial infrastructure
makes satellites the least expensive and quickest means of providing high data rate
broadband connections to the world's population. The unique ability of satellites to
connect mobile users adds new value to the internet and makes satellites the preferred
choice for meeting heretofore-unsatisfied mobile demand.
Many applications of satellites have been exceedingly successful, such as Global
Positioning Satellites (GPS), weather satellites, communications satellites, and broadcast
satellites like DirecTV. In the 1990's three non-geosynchronous systems were created to
enable satellite phone communication. Two of them, Iridium and ICO, have declared
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, and the other, Globalstar, has suspended billions of dollars in
debt repayments (Dorfman 2001). The failure of mobile satellite telephone
communications satellite networks raises doubt about the ability of future satellite
systems to be economical in an increasingly demanding and interconnected planet. These
bad memories have made investors very reluctant to support expensive billion dollar
satellite networks (Draim 2000).
Recently, numerous broadband satellite systems have been proposed to deliver
high data rate connections to stationary and mobile users anywhere on the globe.
Significant variety between these proposed systems exemplifies the great uncertainty in
optimal constellation design. This raises interest regarding what is the most effective
means of providing satellite broadband service. Benefits and disadvantages of different
altitude constellations are qualitatively understood, but solid mathematical descriptions of
the tradeoffs are not widely accepted. While all designs may accomplish the desired
mission, it seems there should be one constellation design that does it best (Draim et al.
2000). Thus a significant motivation for the undertaking of this thesis is to quantify the
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series of qualitative relations and identify better if not optimal broadband constellation
designs.
1.3 Constellation Issues of Interest
Four basic sets of constellation designs exist: 1) low Earth orbit, 2)
geosynchronous Earth orbit, 3) medium Earth orbit, and 4) high Earth orbit. Each
grouping has inherent advantages and disadvantages, which are introduced.
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations employ near circular orbits at altitudes less
than three thousand kilometers. The advantages of close proximity to the earth are that
the satellites require less expensive launch vehicles, have smaller power needs from
reduced free space losses, and experience minimal signal latency or delay. At the same
time a LEO constellation requires a large number of satellites to achieve global coverage,
potentially a vast number of ground stations, significant orbital maintenance efforts to
counter drag at lower altitudes (<1000 kn), and the user terminal antenna must track the
satellites as they fly over the horizon (Ohmori et al. 1998).
Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) constellations have orbits with periods of
approximately 24 hours and altitudes of 35,786 km. The orbital period is commensurate
with the Earth and therefore the satellites stay at approximately the same spot in the sky.
This allows a relatively simple user terminal antenna that does not have to track the
satellite. GEO constellations also offer near global coverage with as few as three
satellites, and only require two ground station gateways to relay their signals. On the
down side they are in very high energy orbits requiring expensive launch vehicles, are not
capable of coverage in the polar regions due to excessively low elevation angles, and
experience significant signal delays approaching a second (Agrawal 1986). A further
disadvantage is the high power requirements to overcome the free space losses at such
distances from earth.
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) constellations operate at altitudes between LEO and
GEO, and are found in the 1,000-10,000's km range. These constellations combine many
of the benefits of LEO and GEO by requiring a fewer satellites for global coverage and
less energetic launch vehicles, but run into problems with the radiation environment. The
MEO range of altitude is where the Van Allen Belts and charged ions concentrations are
the strongest. Radiation received by satellites causes their solar arrays and electronics to
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degrade with time. Power produced by solar arrays decreases greatly over time due to the
effect of radiation, requiring more robust and expensive arrays, while single event
upsets/burnouts cause electronics to fail. Remedies for these problems are to add heavy
shielding, which drives up the weight and cost of the satellites (Wertz et al. 1999). User
terminals are also required to track the satellites.
High Elliptical Orbit (HEO) constellations generally have perigees in LEO and
apogees in MEO or higher. These orbits have advantages in that their apogees can be
placed so that the satellite spends a majority of its time over a targeted coverage area or
latitude. The HEO orbits are found to be stable at critical inclinations of 63.4' and 116.6*.
The satellites are generally at high elevation angles, avoiding interference with GEO
satellites, and obtain GEO type coverage with less energetic launch vehicles. The
disadvantages are that they pass through the radiation belts frequently, may require some
orbit maintenance at perigee, and the user terminals must track the moving satellites.
Using available resources a best attempt is made to elucidate the quantitative
impact of each advantage and disadvantage. The following methodology is used to
develop the framework for comparison of constellation designs.
1.4 Structure of Thesis
The different constellation designs are compared under equivalent conditions to
determine the better designs. Equivalent conditions means the same scalable generic
satellite is used for each constellation and the networks are all designed to meet the same
requirements. The crux of the project is to relate all the satellite's major characteristics to
its operating altitude and capacity. This should provide insight regarding the best possible
constellation design, and in turn be used by investors to decide where to put their money
in support of satellite broadband communications.
The steps undertaken are reviewed here to summarize what is done. To begin
with, an initial review is performed to identify the requirements and relevant parameters
to broadband satellite design. These factors are then prioritized to reveal the high
leverage points in the constellation. High leverage points are the variables that have the
most significant effect on the constellation's ability to satisfy the requirements.
Identifying these variables allows the thesis efforts to focus on what is most relevant to
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the constellation's effectiveness. Adjusting the requirements identification procedure and
including the applicable relations allows this methodology to be extended to other
mission objectives.
Design and constants vectors are created from this work. A design vector includes
all the system parameters that are varied, which are the number of satellites, their
operational altitude, and specific orbits. The constants vector contains all of the
parameters that are held constant, and includes details about the satellite subsystems,
network capacity, and provided service. The satellite characteristics are considered
constant even though each constellation's satellites are different sizes because they are
comparable designs in each instance and dependent on variables in the design vector. All
constellations are designed to provide the same service. Once the number of satellites and
their altitudes are set all other relevant features of the constellation are determined, and
available for comparison.
Comparison and analysis is split into four major parts. The first part in chapter
three contains the market model. This describes and estimates the total potential market
for satellite broadband service and how many users sign up for the satellite network. The
second section is found in chapter four and contains the assumptions regarding all
constellations. This includes the number of supported connections, provided data rate,
acceptable bit error rates, availability, satellite utilization, and user terminal specifics.
These establish what the constellation must deliver and ensures the characteristics of each
satellite's payload are equivalent.
The third module found in chapter five characterizes the scalable generic satellite.
This section outlines all the major subsystems aboard the satellite, describes various
options for each subsystem to choose from, selects and justifies the best option, and
derives relations to relate the subsystems' mass to the satellite's altitude and capacity.
The ground segment is also characterized to determine the number and complexity of
gateways. The major achievement of this section is the generation of a scalable generic
satellite to be sized for each constellation. This allows the constellations to be compared
and not the specific features of the satellites' designs.
The scalable generic satellite is composed of the subsystems best suited to deliver
broadband effectively. These features are outlined in the characterization section and
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result from a study of various satellite design textbooks, conversations with notable
professors & professionals, and a review of the proposed broadband system's FCC
filings. The purpose of this is to design the best possible satellite and rely solely on the
variation in constellation design to differentiate systems. Figure 1-1 shows this process.
Literatu" Professionals
FCC Filings
Create Best Generie Satellite
Apply Satellite to Different Constellation Configurations
-ID
twoi I
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Generic Satellite & Constellation Synthesis
Figure 1-1
Chapter six discusses the cost model, which is the fourth part. This section uses
existing cost relations based on historical data to estimate the price to research, develop,
and produce the subsystems to their masses. Estimates are made for the launch,
insurance, ground segment, and user terminal costs as well. Additional factors are
included to assess the level of advanced/existing technology and mass production
benefits to the satellites' cost.
At this point the thesis has produced a scalable generic satellite designed to
deliver broadband service more effectively than any other satellite, estimated the cost to
produce, launch, and operate, and predicted a potential market. Parameters that describe
the satellite are dependent entirely on the maximum operational altitude of the satellites,
the number of satellites, and the specific orbits of the satellites. All that is required is to
generate different constellations to be analyzed. When selecting a constellation
configuration the only restriction is that the constellation must provide continuous
uninterrupted service to a reasonable coverage area with a market capable of supporting
the satellite network. The motivation behind this is elaborated upon in chapter two, but
can be summarized as, "The network needs to deliver continuous service to be attractive
to potential users and it must deliver service to a reasonable region to ensure enough
people are potential users".
In chapter seven the thesis analyzes sixteen constellation variants; ten are based
on previous proposals and six are generated from scratch to meet the mentioned coverage
requirements. Using the generated scalable generic satellite an infinite number of
constellation configurations could be examined to develop a three-dimensional design
space where operational altitude and number of satellites are related to subscription cost.
This is left for the future and is treated with the conclusions in chapter eight.
Combining these elements of the thesis yields, for a given constellation, the mass
and specific features of the required satellites, the total cost to build and operate them,
and a potential user population. The model's quantitative result is a monthly cost per user
to achieve a 30% return on investment over the network lifetime.
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Figure 1-2 illustrates the components of the thesis, and their interfaces.
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1.5 History of Satellite Communications
In 1962 the first commercial satellite broadcast was achieved when Telstar I
demonstrated transatlantic TV. The show was short as the satellite moved out of sight of
the tracking antennas quickly. Months before this broadcast President Kennedy was
integral in creating the international consortium Intelsat, thus preventing one company
from obtaining a monopoly on satellite communications. The Comsat Act of 1962 created
Comsat as the U.S. participant of Intelsat and the organization responsible for managing
and developing a satellite system (Dorfman 2001). This marked the beginning of the
commercial satellite age.
In 1963, the Syncom satellites were launched into the first geostationary orbits.
These satellites enabled phone calls between anywhere save the poles, and were essential
to broadcasting the 1964 Olympics to the world from Japan. Over the next decade
satellite production and capability increased with the creation of new larger launch
vehicles. National systems soon developed such as the Indonesian system called Palapa.
These systems bonded countries together through the sharing and distribution of like
language content. In the early 1970's Comsat had established a monopoly and President
Nixon announced a policy called Open Skies. This allowed any company licensed by the
FCC to launch a communication satellite, and enabled the diversification and expansion
of the industry that followed (Dorfman 2001).
In 1975 distribution reached a new level when Time Incorporated used two
transponders on a RCA Satcom satellite to transmit the Mohammad Ali and Joe Frazier
boxing fight, "Thrilla from Manila," to cable operators throughout the U.S. The television
viewers were thrilled to receive such content, and cable operators soon became dependent
on satellites for receiving such programming. By the end of the 1970's satellites were no
longer limited to single point-to-point connections as they became essential to the mass
distribution of content (Dorfman 2001).
Personal communications were progressing along with TV content distribution. In
1976, Comsat provided the first commercial telephone service to the maritime industry
by leasing spare capacity from three U.S. Navy geostationary satellites. This initial
service led to the formation of the International Maritime Satellite Organization
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(Inmarsat) in 1979. Inmarsat currently has nine satellites in geostationary orbit
connecting a variety of maritime and rural users to the rest of the world. In the past two
decades the user terminal has gone from large shipboard stations to small book sized
devices (Agrawal 1986). Intelsat, the original satellite system, has continued to grow, and
is now in its eighth generation and has nineteen satellites connecting people. The cost
however remains relatively high at $5-10 a minute due to the lack of service alternatives
and the need for these communications. An Intelsat VI satellite currently used and made
by Hughes is 38 ft tall, has a mass of 1910 kg, and is shown in figure 1-3 (Boeing 1993).
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Intelsat VI Satellite
Figure 1-3
In the 1980's satellites continued to experience a boom as national geostationary
networks were established around the globe. Great improvements were seen in satellite
capabilities as more efficient multi-junction solar arrays and electric propulsion became
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available to replace silicon arrays and chemical propulsion. Improvements in
manufacturing further reduced waste as the industry became more commercialized. The
increase in power and decrease in price of satellites have made them affordable to more
than just the large corporations (Dorfman 2001).
Two major new commercial applications have been introduced in the past decade:
direct broadcast satellites and mobile voice communication satellites. New high power
satellites overcame the distribution obstacles faced with cable systems. It costs roughly
$200 to connect a subscriber to a satellite TV network, one-tenth the price to install cable
TV in a household (Dorfman 2001). Though the initial efforts from Comsat failed, recent
efforts of Sky TV and DirecTV have obtained 15 million global subscribers,
demonstrating the effectiveness of direct broadcast satellites. The DirecTV satellites span
86 ft and have a mass of 2800 kg. A DirecTV satellite in pre-launch and operational
configuration is shown in figure 1-4.
(Pre-Launch) DirecTV Satellite
Figure 1-4
(Deployed)
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The recent generation of mobile voice satellite service satellite constellations
produced in the 1990's has not been successful. A plethora of proposals were submitted
to the FCC for mobile systems with three of them being built: Iridium, ICO, and
Globalstar. Iridium and Globalstar relied on 66 and 48 satellites in low earth orbit (LEO),
while ICO uses 10 in medium earth orbit (MEO). While these systems are operational, all
three have filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy or suspended debt repayments (Wood 2001).
Reasons for this are thought to be: 1) the vast expansion terrestrial cellular phone
networks, 2) satellite service is expensive, and 3) the handsets are large relegating their
use to uninhabited areas without many subscribers. Billions of dollars lost on these
systems raises doubt about the next round of communication satellite systems.
Next generation satellite networks are expected to deliver broadband services
anywhere on the earth. Broadband is currently considered by the FCC to be a data
connection exceeding 200 Kb/s (FCC 2000). Many organizations have requested
proposals to design, procure, and operate the space-based portion of a worldwide network
to connect anyone to the internet willing to buy a computer and a small antenna. In
response to such appeals another wave of FCC proposals have been produced. These are
discussed shortly.
The lack of infrastructure and a growing need to be connected to the internet at
increasing rates makes a broadband network attractive for the future. Past satellite
systems have succeeded by providing a new application or improving an existing service.
There is an opportunity now to do both for broadband communications. Beyond the
financials, building such a network would be historic for the benefits from mutual
understandings between the world's people through the transcendence of distance,
language, cultural, and political boundaries.
1.6 Proposed Ku band Broadband FCC Filings
Six FCC filings: HughesNet, HughesLink, Pentriad, Virgo, SkyBridge, and
Boeing, are available for study. Many of the filings' satellite designs share subsystem
characteristics, but their constellation orbits differ greatly. A careful review of how these
systems propose to deliver broadband is integral to the requirements review and
developing the scalable generic satellite used later in this study.
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1.6.1 HughesNet
HughesNet (HughesNet 1999) consists of 70 satellites in ten circular planes at a
low earth altitude of 1,490 km. Orbital planes are inclined 54.5' with respect to the
equator, providing global coverage with a minimum elevation angle of 9'. The satellites
are equally spaced within orbit planes, and these planes are equally spaced around the
earth.
Each satellite uses two phased array transmit and two phased array receive
antennas to provide connection rates of 512 kbps - 10 Mbps. A total of 867 beam
positions are supported by the phased array, though only 210 active spot beams are used
simultaneously. One GHz of spectrum is utilized in the Ku band for up and down links.
Spot beams and dual polarization allow the spectrum to be reused up to 30 times. Offset
Quadra-Phase Shift Keying (OQPSK) with error correction coding is utilized with on
board signal processing enabling packet-switched relays. Four optical intersatellite links
are used to provide globally interconnected services through other satellites in the
network. These links will support 3.5 Gbps of traffic, and each satellite will sustain
twenty Gbps throughput. Figure 1-5 shows a rendition of the HughesNet satellite.
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HughesNet Satellite
Figure 1-5
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Each satellite's mass is 2000 kg and produces ten kW of power at the end of its
planned operating lifetime. Thermal control is performed with heat pipes embedded in
radiator panels, and attitude control is performed with four momentum wheels. Chemical
propulsion with twelve thrusters is used for station-keeping maneuvers. The satellites are
designed for a ten-year lifetime.
The ground segment consists of gateways dispersed throughout the areas where
capacity exceeds intersatellite link capacity. User terminal antennas are sized at 90 cm
and 60 cm depending on connection needs. The cost of developing, launching, and
operating the HughesNet constellation is estimated to be $6.95 billion. Hughes intends
this system to be used by residents, home offices and small offices for broadband video,
internet, multimedia exchanges, and intranet/extranet.
1.6.2 HughesLink
HughesLink (HughesLink 1999) is composed of 22 circular orbit satellites in
three orbital planes at 15,000 km altitude. Eight satellites will be equally spaced in an
equatorial orbit, and seven satellites will be equally spaced in two orbital planes inclined
45' to the equator. This is the only hybrid proposal. Global coverage is achieved with a
minimal elevation angle of 10'.
The system is designed to deliver 1.54 - 155 Mbps connections using two GHz of
spectrum in the Ka band. Multiple feed reflector antennas or direct radiating arrays are
used to produce 50 spot beams in up to 250 spot beam positions. Traveling Wave Tube
Amplifiers (TWTA) are used to amplify the signals for transmission. Spot beams and
dual polarization schemes allow the spectrum to be reused up to 25 times. Offset Quadra-
Phase Shift Keying modulation with error correction coding is utilized with on board
signal processing enabling packet-switched relays. Optical intersatellite links are used to
provide globally interconnected services, and the satellite sustains up to 7.75 Gbps of
total data throughput. Figure 1-6 shows a rendition of the HughesLink satellite.
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Figure 1-6
The satellite's mass is 2,940 kg and produces 10.5 kW of power at beginning of
life. Four reaction wheels perform attitude control, and a chemical propulsion subsystem
provides station-keeping and other orbital maneuvers. Electric power is from solar arrays,
and batteries ensure operation during eclipses. Heat pipes embedded in radiators perform
thermal control. Satellites are designed for a twelve-year lifetime.
User terminals use a tracking one-meter or two-meter dish depending on the
connection requirements of the subscriber. The cost to develop, launch, and operate the
HughesLink constellation is projected at $2.6 billion. The system is to serve private
networks, VPN, WAN, and LAN applications, though it is capable of supporting media
and electronic-commerce applications.
1.6.3 Pentriad
Pentriad (Pentriad 1997) consists of three planes of highly elliptic orbits inclined
63.4 with three satellites each. Satellites are spaced equally within the plane, and the
planes are equally spaced around the world. Apogee of the orbits occurs at 41,500 km
altitude. The minimum elevation angle supported is 40'. Pentriad differs from the prior
constellations in that it uses critically inclined elliptical orbits. These orbits allow the
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satellite to be preferentially placed above a desired region of the Earth for a greater
fraction of its orbit than comparable circular orbits.
Connection speeds of 10-155 Mbps with maximums of 3.875 Gbps are available.
Satellites use a feed horn parabolic reflector and four GHz of spectrum in the Ku and
Q/V-band. Because the orbit is highly elliptic and the satellites are only active in the
northern latitudes there is no interference with GEO satellites. Figure 1-7 shows the
ground tracks of the Pentriad satellites. The peak and loop in the northern latitudes
corresponds to the satellite's apogee when it is very far away and the Earth's rotation
under the satellite is noticeable.
Pentriad Orbit Ground Tracks
Figure 1-7
The satellite's mass is estimated atl,916 kg and 10.3 kW of power is produced at
beginning of life. There are three gateways, and the user terminal antennas have a
diameter of 2.4 or 3 meters for Q/V band and 0.8 meters for Ku-band. A ten-year lifetime
is expected. Pentriad is expected to cost $1.9 billion to develop, launch, and operate. The
system is intended to address corporate LAN/WANs, high-resolution telemedicine
imagery, ISP backbone services, and residential connections.
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1.6.4 Virgo
Virgo (Virgo 1999) utilizes three sub-constellations of five satellites each in
elliptic orbits. The orbits are inclined 63.40, and apogee occurs at 27,300 km. The
satellites are only active above 40' latitude or 17,500 km altitude. This means no
communications between satellite and user interfere with geostationary satellites. Two of
the sub-constellations have apogees in the northern hemisphere, with the third
constellation having it in the southern. These orbits are designed to spend most of their
time above one point on the globe, which allows them to be positioned over regions with
large markets such as the United States, Europe, and Japan. The minimum elevation
angle is 10' though it is only below 20* for 10% of significantly populated landmasses.
The use of sub-constellations allows capacity to be increased as the market demands.
Virgo satellites use a phased array antenna to allow actively steered spot beams.
An undisclosed amount of 3.7 GHz in the Ka-band is utilized for the up and downlinks.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding schemes are utilized to give each satellite a
throughput of twelve Gbps. The satellites operate as bent-pipes, channeling information
between users and gateways. Intersatellite links are utilized. Figure 1-8 shows the Virgo
ground tracks with the darker lines representing when the satellites are active.
Virgo Orbit Ground Tracks
Figure 1-8
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Virgo satellites are expected to have a mass of 3,030 kg and a total of 14 kW of
power will be produced at beginning of life. Hydrazine thrusters and reaction wheels
perform attitude control, though electric propulsion is considered. Gallium Arsenide solar
arrays are used with NiH 2 batteries for power. Thermal control is passive. Satellites are
designed to operate throughout a twelve-year lifetime.
A tracking user terminal is required and expected to be 45 cm in diameter. Total
projected cost to construct, launch, and operate the constellation is $2.64 billion. Virgo is
intended to satisfy the demand for high data rate connections for media and business
applications.
1.6.5 SkyBridge
SkyBridge (SkyBridge 1997) plans on using 48 satellites in eight orbital planes at
1,468 km. Satellites are spaced equally within a plane and the planes are equally spaced
around the world. All the planes are inclined 550 with respect to the equator. Global
coverage is achieved, and a minimum elevation angle of 15* is maintained.
The SkyBridge constellation is designed to support up to 60 Mbps connections on
the downlink and six Mbps on the uplink. Actual connection is variable in sixteen and
four kbps increments for down and uplink. A total of 50 spot beams are projected using
an advanced phased array antenna. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) or Binary
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation- is used with error correction to achieve a bit error
rate of 10~9 with an Eb/No of 3.5 dB. Two GHz of spectrum is used in the Ku-band. Right
hand Circular Polarization (RHCP) and Left Hand Circular Polarization (LHCP) are used
with frequency reuse to improve the spectrum utilization. Four intersatellite optical links
are used to improve data exchanges. Satellites are designed to handle a total data
throughput of 2.4 Gbps down and 400 Mbps uplink. Figure 1-9 shows what a SkyBridge
satellite may look like.
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SkyBridge Satellite
Figure 1-9
Each satellite is expected to weigh 2,650 kg and produce 9 kW of power. Fluid
loops or heat pipes are used for thermal control. Reaction wheels and magnetic torques
perform attitude control. Hydrazine monopropellant or plasma propellant is used in up to
four thrusters to maintain orbit. Gallium Arsenide solar cells are used with NiH 2 batteries
to provide the required power. Satellites are designed with a 0.85 probability of being
operational throughout a ten-year lifetime.
Ground segment includes approximately 200 gateways, each handling the
surrounding traffic. User terminals are available in 60 cm or 1 m dish diameters, and will
be actively steered. Total estimated cost for developing, launching, and operating
SkyBridge is $4.6 billion. SkyBridge is designed to deliver media and high data rate
applications to residents and businesses.
1.6.6 Boeing
Boeing's system (Boeing 1999) includes twenty satellites at an altitude of 20,182
km. Four orbital planes contain the satellites. Each plane is inclined 57'and contains five
equally spaced satellites. Global coverage is achieved, and all users above 23' latitude are
always in view of at least two satellites at minimum elevation angles of 30*.
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Constellation uses one GHz of spectrum in space-to-Earth direction and 366 MHz
in Earth-to-space. User connection rates up to 31.2 Mbps are supported through a 37 spot
beam phased array. Code and Time Division Multi-Access schemes (CDMA & TDMA)
are used with QPSK modulation and dual polarization in each spot beam. A total
frequency reuse of 24 is achieved for each satellite. The satellites utilize on-board
processing.
Satellites weigh 3,861 kg and have a beginning of life power of 14.2 kW. The
satellite is body stabilized and the thermal control system uses flexible heat pipes with
variable heat exchange rates. Gallium Arsenide solar arrays with Nickel Hydrogen
batteries are used for the electric power system. Design lifetime is twelve years with a 0.9
probability of operation in the twelfth year. Figure 1-10 shows a similar satellite to the
one proposed.
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Figure 1-10
Boeing's ground segment consists of twelve gateways arranged so that each
satellite is always in contact with at least two gateways at an elevation angle greater than
10'. Total estimated cost to build, launch, and operate the constellation is estimated at
$4.15 billion. The Boeing system is intended to support residential and business needs.
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1.6.7 Summary of FCC Filings
Table 1-1 summarizes some of the features that differentiate the broadband
satellite constellations proposed to the FCC.
Constellation HughesNet HughesLink Pentriad Virgo SkyBridge Boeing
Number of 70 22 9 15 48 20
Satellites
Altitude (km) 1490 15000 41,500 27,300 1469 20,182
Type of Orbit LEO MEO HEO HEO LEO MEO
Orbital Planes 10 3 3 3 8 4
Inclination (*) 54.5 45 63.4 63.4 55 57
Mass (kg) 2,000 2,940 1,916 3,030 1,250 3,861
Power (kW) 10 10.5 10.3 14 9 14.2
Data Rate 10 155 155 155 20.5 31.2(Mbps)____
Min Elevation
Angle (0) 9 10 40 10 10 30
Number of NA NA NA 12 200 12Gateways_________________
Lifetime(years) 10 12 12 12 10 12
Total Cost 6.95 2.6 1.9 2.64 4.6 4.15($billion) 
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
FCC Filings Review
Table 1-1
1.7 Prior Efforts of Assessment
The author is aware of three notable efforts to compare different satellite
configurations' effectiveness at delivering a proscribed service. These are published in
the Masters of Science thesis of Craig Gumbert and Mike Violet, and the Ph.D. thesis of
Graeme Shaw. Violet and Shaw worked as a team to produce complementing works.
1.7.1 Violet
Mike Violet's master thesis (Violet 1995), The Development and Application of a
Cost per Minute Metric for the Evaluation of Mobile Satellite Systems in a Limited-
Growth Voice Communications Market, attempted to assess five proposals for mobile
voice satellite networks that were submitted to the FCC. Of the five constellations
addressed, two were in low Earth orbit, two were in medium Earth orbit, and one was in
geosynchronous Earth orbit. A model was developed to estimate the total addressable
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minutes for a twelve-year burgeoning market, and determine the proposals economics at
market penetrations of 10% and 30%.
Life cycle costs for satellites, launchers, gateways, insurance, and Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) connections were estimated for each of the
proposals, and an internal rate of return of 30% was assumed. Required cost per billable
minute was calculated for each of the five proposals. A system modeled after Globalstar
performed the best, while an Iridium system had the most expensive cost per billable
minute. Elliptical constellations were not considered, but a later effort found them to be
as inexpensive as the best circular constellations. The study found the cost per billable
minute to be very dependent on market penetration, and concluded that marketing
strategy, quality of service, and access to the global market place would dominate a
proposal's success.
1.7.2 Gumbert
Craig Gumbert's master thesis, Assessing Future Growth Potential of Mobile
Satellite Systems Using a Cost per Billable Minute Metric, was published in 1996. This
work created an expected market for satellite telephone service and evaluated how well
different proposed constellations delivered service economically. The capacity of the
constellations was dependent on frequency reuse, constellation design, link availability,
beam patterns, multiple access schemes, and available satellite power. Cost was estimated
from satellite construction, launch vehicles, gateways, public switched telephone network
hardware connections, operations, and launch insurance.
Cost per billable minute metric was calculated for five constellations: 66 satellite
LEO, 48 satellite LEO, two twelve satellite MEO, and a three-satellite GEO system.
Results showed that the 66 satellite LEO constellation was the most expensive and the 48
satellite LEO was least expensive. The other three constellations were only moderately
more expensive then the 48 satellite LEO design. This study did not address elliptical
orbit constellations and considered five different satellite designs. The latter factor means
that some constellations could have benefited from a better satellite design rather than an
inherently better orbit configuration.
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1.7.3 Shaw
Graeme Shaw's doctor of science thesis (Shaw 1999), The Generalized
Information Network Analysis Methodology for Distributed Satellite Systems, developed
a method for analyzing any communications, navigation, or sensing satellite mission. The
work compared satellite systems on the basis that they are all collectors and
disseminators of information, and treated them as information processing networks. The
quantitative analysis specified four quality of service parameters relating to the isolation,
rate, integrity, and availability of the information transferred through the network. These
measures were used to determine a cost per function metric that is the average cost
incurred to provide some predetermined service to a single user.
The methodology known as GINA was used to examine the NAVSTAR Global
Positioning System (GPS), three proposed broadband networks, and a distributed space
based radar. The GPS examination confirmed the methodology was accurate to within
3% of measured data, the broadband examples showed GINA to be useful at comparing
the proposal's effectiveness, and the radar case demonstrated the approaches
functionality for conceptual design. GINA was concluded to be valuable at assessing the
impact of system architecture, deployment strategy, schedule slip, market demographics
and technical risk. This framework may be applied to any information network to
compare alternative structures.
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2 Constellation Drivers
2.0 Constellation Drivers Introduction
The Masters of Engineering thesis is oriented around a team, which consists of
professionals and professors representing business and engineering interests. The group is
interested in making broadband satellite constellations an affordable reality. Uncertainty
of different constellations' economical viability started an effort to characterize assorted
systems and improve the understanding of how a broadband satellite constellation should
be designed. Before a thorough study could be performed initial efforts identified the
important components of a successful design. The Design and Analysis sections to follow
in chapters 3-7 are affected by a set of requirements and constraints that must be
determined. This Constellation Drivers chapter expands on why a broadband satellite
network is needed, what the system must provide to be useful, and how the system is to
achieve its requirements. This information is integral to an understanding of what is
trying to be accomplished.
2.1 Killer Applications
The Killer application is the function enabled by a technology that gets a user to
investigate and start using the technology (Berners-Lee et al. 2001). Cell phones are a
killer application of wireless technology, the worldwide web is a killer application of the
internet, and Microsoft Word and Excel are killer applications of personal computers.
Killer applications are what get people to subscribe to the satellite broadband service and
make it economical.
Several potential killer applications to produce a successful broadband satellite
network are identified to demonstrate what makes a satellite network successful over a
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comparable increase of terrestrial infrastructure. These applications justify the satellite
network, and often may only be delivered effectively through it. The market model does
not consider the details of how each killer application affects the number of subscribers.
* Free Flight - With flight delays increasing like a pandemic throughout the global
aviation infrastructure and air travel continuing to expand, the need for a more
efficient replacement of the existing Air Traffic Control (ATC) is evident.
Proposed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Free Flight is thought to
be the essential next step in improved utilization of airspace by putting more of an
aircraft's route and navigational control on all the airplanes in a distributed
decision making network. The aircraft are connected and exchange flight
information to determine the optimal means of remaining safe and getting to their
destinations efficiently. Essentially this would remove air traffic control
restrictions that slow us down, without compromising safety (FAA 2001).
Additional features would allow planes to alert ground crews before arrival to
improve on/off loading of passengers, cargo, and fuel. Components of Free Flight
are already being implemented in controlled settings, but the lack of broadband
communications between aircraft has limited its benefits. The data requirements
for Free Flight are not excessively high, estimated at a few hundred kilobytes per
sec, and are expected to easily piggyback off of a much larger internet-media data
demand by the airplane's passengers. The FAA, its international equivalents, and
the airlines have great interest in Free Flight (MITRE 2001).
* Navigation - Ships and any other mobile platforms coupled with GPS could
receive updated detailed maps of their surroundings. It would be more
advantageous to have a database on each vehicle, as the maps could be updated as
frequently as needed to account for changing circumstances and possible
emergency situations. Ships could use this to control and dock themselves during
poor weather conditions. Interested parties willing to support such uses include
the Department of Transportation, shipping firms and Coast Guard.
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e Teleducation -Limitations on school facilities, teaching staff, and student
resources restrict the access to exceptional academic programs. The great benefit
a satellite network has over the existing terrestrial network is its ability to deliver
education anywhere in the world. With a little imagination it is easy to see
villages in undeveloped regions and rural areas benefiting from the best
academics with a relatively small investment. Improved distribution of the
knowledge of a limited number of professors will further facilitate innovation and
understanding. A degree of teleducation is already in widespread use throughout
the urban areas of Asia to assist the learning of languages. The augmented
capabilities of a broadband satellite network would allow this to expand to
anywhere in the world and any subject of interest.
e Telemedicine - A similar problem with medicine is that a lot of the best doctors
are based in hospitals inaccessible to a majority of the world. New efforts have
focused on producing a mobile surgery facility. This could be based in remote
places too far from existing hospitals or transported to places of need in crisis, and
operated by competent surgeons from their home hospitals. This would allow
doctors to attend to their responsibilities at a home hospital, while still keeping the
mobile unit operational in some remote location. This would increase the
productivity of our existing surgeons and expand the areas of the world able to
benefit from their expertise. An offshoot of this application is that medical
research and equipment-manufacturing organizations can monitor operations
without constantly traveling around the world.
e Teleconferencing - Already utilized by many corporations to facilitate meetings
and more frequent exchanges between employees and customers, the new twist to
this application would be the ability to provide it on business jets. Instead of
executives being out of contact during their travels they can be communicating
with others and directing solutions to business crises. While many decision
makers look forward to the time away from work they experience on airplanes,
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there are certainly times when this is not the case. It is believed executives could
always claim the system is down if they really want peace.
Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLEC) - These are internet service
providers that divide the capacity of a typical broadband connection among
multiple users. This would be useful for connecting many less affluent people in
poor regions without terrestrial internet alternatives. The subscribers pay less for a
shared connection, but still reap the benefits of the internet. CLECs are expected
to be integral in providing affordable internet connections to many of the rural
global populations (Pioneer 1998).
" Media & Telecommunications - This application is what has driven a majority
of the internet's growth. Providing high data rate connections to web material will
fuel most of the subscriptions. The network's ability to provide this service to
rural and mobile users not serviced by terrestrial infrastructure ensures a market
exists (Stationl2 2001).
* Enterprise Network - Private corporate local area networks (LAN) or Wide area
networks (WAN) are used for internal business and transactions of companies to
improve interdepartmental communications and productivity. Many businesses
have expressed interest in this, with Walgreen's inventory management being an
example of the application's prior success.
" Backbone Connections - Very high rate connections between two points may be
a profitable application of the technology when fiber optic lines become saturated.
Backbone connections would be used all the time though, preventing an
overselling of this capacity. This study feels that the real profit lies in connecting
many users, but backbone connections should not be overlooked, especially since
they may be supported on satellites in low subscription density zones over the
oceans or deserts.
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2.2 Expected Subscribers
It is important to understand what customers are to be served before undertaking
the requirements identification. Most networks are capable of delivering services to
everywhere on the Earth, meaning anyone is eligible to use the system. Unfortunately
most people will not be able to afford it, and those who can tend to be in the northern
hemisphere areas of America, Japan, and Europe where competition from other service
providers exists. India and China are two large markets for the broadband service because
of their large populations, improving economical situations, and lack of alternatives.
Aircraft and ships are considered big customers for this service since these are
high revenue producers that could benefit greatly from a broadband connection. Along
with all the applications described, imagine the customer satisfaction involved in
providing an internet connection on commercial airlines and cruise ships. Figure 2-1
illustrates some the potential users and applications, as well as the communications
architecture to be used.
Subscribers & Architecture
Figure 2-1
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The exact number of potential subscribers is reviewed in the market model. For
now it is expected the majority of the subscribers are aircraft, ships, mobile terrestrial,
and rural terrestrial users, with urban terrestrial taking a small fraction of the satellites'
capacity. These users are further broken down into:
" Aircraft
o Commercial Airlines
o Private Business Jets
e Ships
o Cruise Ships
o Freighters & Tankers
o Private Luxury Yachts
e Mobile Terrestrial
o Trains
e Fixed Terrestrial
o Rural
o Urban
o Business
2.3 Requirement & Parameter Identification
Before undertaking the design of a broadband satellite constellation, the customer
and system owner needs must be identified and translated into relevant technical
requirements. These requirements are then associated with satellite constellation
parameters. Identifying high leverage parameters ensures the design and analysis effort is
focused on the variables with the most influence over a constellation achieving its
requirements.
2.3.1 Customer Needs
Customers require that the service quality is equivalent or better than available
terrestrial options, and that the cost is equal to or less than equivalent terrestrial or mobile
services (Shaw 1999). Service quality is important to ensure the satellite connection is
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capable of delivering the killer applications. It is further resolved into the following
quantifiable measures:
" Speed - In 2000 the FCC defined broadband service as connections exceeding
200 Kb/s (FCC 2000). This is a contemporary estimate and is expected to increase
in the near future. A data rate of one Mb/s is offered as the standard single
subscription speed. This rate has been selected since it is adequate to support the
killer applications used typically. Because some applications require different
speeds actual connection rates are adjustable to customer needs, allowing users to
have lesser or greater data speeds to suit the applications they operate.
" Availability - Constellations are required to always be available to the
subscribers in their reasonable coverage area (Melkko 2000). This translates into
at least one satellite being in view of every point in the coverage area. A
reasonable coverage area encloses a large enough market to support its operations.
" Integrity - Acceptable data transfer bit error rates (BER) must be no higher than
10-5. A more conservative BER of 10-9 is used in this study to improve the service
quality compared to that of fiber optics. A trade would have to be performed over
lower bit error rates or higher data rates for an actual constellation to be
optimized.
Broadband service is likely to be targeted to rural and mobile environments that do not
have other high rate connection alternatives; nonetheless it is a requirement to minimize
the cost while attaining the service quality metrics, and a goal to have subscription fees
comparable to terrestrial ones. The cost is in two forms:
e Acquisition - Initial capital required for developing, building, and launching the
constellation. This also includes the risk management and ground station efforts.
e Recurring - Annual expense to maintain and operate the constellation.
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2.3.2 System Owner Needs
The system owner needs are not established to meet.the immediate customer
needs. They exist to ensure the constellation is able to be profitable and useful throughout
its lifetime. System needs are:
e Robust to Changing Requirements - The satellite system should be able to
evolve with the future market, and be capable of adapting to changing customer
needs. Designs capable of evolving are more likely to be profitable.
" High Usage Rate - The system must have the customers it is designed for or the
economics will not work. Ensuring the demand for broadband service is greater
than the constellation's capacity improves the likelihood of obtaining adequate
subscription rates. Features that increase the expected usage rate should be
implemented.
2.3.3 Technical Requirements
Technical requirements are the considerations thought to be influential in a
system's ability to meet the user and system requirements. The following technical
requirements are identified as important:
" Total System Capacity - Data throughput the constellation supports. Equal to the
number of anticipated connections times each connection's data rate.
e Geographical Coverage - Area serviced by the constellation.
e High Percent Temporal Coverage - Percent of time a user in the coverage area
may obtain a connection. Should be close to 100% if the service is to be usable.
e High Scalability - Ability to initiate service with a partial constellation or add
satellites to meet growing demand.
e Common Design - Having a uniform spacecraft design that requires the same
production and manufacturing efforts.
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* Operate with Partial Constellation - Ability of a constellation to continue
delivering the proscribed service after one or more satellites fail.
e High Data Rate - Connection delivered is capable of supporting the killer
applications to the user.
* Complement Existing Infrastructure - How well the constellation avoids direct
competition and adds value to existing services.
* Robust Satellite - Satellite's ability to withstand the space environment, stay
operational, and be adaptable to changing missions.
* Fault Avoidance - Avoiding failures through constellation and satellite design.
* Fault Tolerance - Managing failures and remaining operational.
* Functional Redundancy - Multi-component redundancy to ensure operations after
failures of subsystems.
e Low Satellite Complexity - Simplifying and integrating subsystem components to
reduce interfaces and associated errors.
e Low Latency - Minimal time to relay signal from user to gateway.
" Allow Capacity Upgrade - Instead of adding satellites, enable configuration
changes to allow increased capacity of orbiting satellites.
* Low Mean Response Time - Time user waits to connect with satellite.
e Provide Unique Service - Offer something no other system can.
e Fast Deployment - Time from initiation of research & development to having all
satellites on station and operational.
e Low Signal Attenuation - Amount of signal lost due to the atmosphere, moisture,
and propagation length.
* Low BER - Number of errors per bit sent.
e Low Orbital Maintenance Effort - Change in velocity required to maintain the
satellite's orbit.
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2.3.4 Parameters
After identifying the technical requirements imposed on the satellite, a series of
constellation and satellite design parameters are found. These parameters are the
variables that are varied to generate networks of different capabilities. The second part of
the requirements prioritization relates the parameters to how influential they are in
producing a design that achieves its technical requirements. The design parameters
identified are listed:
e Altitude
* Number of Satellites
e Number of Satellites per Orbital Plane
* Number of Orbital Planes
* Orbit Eccentricity
e Inclination
* Minimum Elevation Angle
e Satellite Antenna Field-of-View
e Satellite Power
e Number of Ground Stations
* Spot Beam Configuration
e Crosslink Capability
" Number of Antennas
e Frequency Reuse
e Satellite Downlink Antenna Gain
e Satellite Uplink Antenna Gain
" User Terminal Downlink Antenna Gain
" User Terminal Uplink Antenna Gain
* User Terminal Power
* Data Access Path
e Radiation Hardening
* Debris Protection
* Satellite Mass
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* Right Ascension of Ascending Node
e Argument of Perigee
e Time of Perigee Passage
e Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem Scheme
e Propulsion Method
* Degree of New Technology
* User Terminal Tracking Capability
e User Terminal Antenna Field-of-View
e Operation Cycle
e Allocated Spectrum
" Thermal control
* Launch Vehicle
e Number of Spare Satellites on Orbit
" Energy per Bit
" Satellite Pointing Accuracy
* Modulation & Coding
e User Terminal Pointing Accuracy
e Satellite Cross-Sectional Area
These satellite system parameters are the variables that affect how well a
particular design effectively meets the requirements and is economical. Because all of the
variables could not be considered, the technical requirements and parameters are
prioritized to determine the most influential factors in meeting the customer and system
needs.
2.4 QFD Prioritization
A QFD or Quality Function Deployment matrix is used to prioritize the technical
requirements and parameters (Boppe 2000). In the first matrix the user and customer
needs are weighted depending on their importance to the system's effectiveness. Speed,
Recurring Cost, and high Usage Rate are given a value of ten because they are thought to
be most integral to economic success of the constellation. Availability and Acquisition
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Cost are given a value of eight from an intuitive knowledge of their influence on the
constellation's profitability. Data Integrity and Robust to Changing Needs were scored
five because while still being important these were not as vital. First the technical
requirements were related to these needs, and given a score of nine, three, or one
depending on their influence. For each requirement these scores are multiplied by the
needs weighting and summed. Higher scores mean the requirement is more important to
the constellation's success. Figure 2-2 shows the matrix.
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Technical requirements differentiated into three categories: most important,
moderately important, and less important. These requirements are shown again with their
scores and a qualitative description of why they are important.
Most Important
e Total System Capacity - 231 - Needs to be enough to support all the users at their
connection speed, but should not be greater than what the market can support.
* Geographical Coverage - 201 - Satellites need to cover areas where the expected
users are located.
e High Percent Temporal Coverage - 201 - Subscribers should be able to connect
whenever they like without waiting for a satellite to come into view.
* High Scalability - 189 - Constellation should be able to start operations before all
the satellites are in place to generate revenue sooner, and also be expandable to
meet growing market forces.
* Common Design - 162 - Significant cost benefits occur when producing many of
the same items. A common design reduces the risk by standardizing the
components of the satellite and procedures for deployment.
* Operate with Partial Constellation - 153 - When a satellite goes offline great
benefit is achieved if the constellation can adapt and meet the original needs.
* High Data Rate - 150 - Higher data rates ensure the satellite does not become
obsolete as prior systems have.
Moderately Important
e Complement Existing Infrastructure - 129 - Competition should have an interest
in the network's success through leases for terrestrial bandwidth. This creates
more support and interest in the constellation being successful.
e Robust Satellite - 126 - Required if the satellite is to stay operational and be
adaptable to changing requirements.
* Fault Avoidance - 117 - Prevents problems before they happen.
* Fault Tolerance - 117 - Makes system more survivable.
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e Functional Redundancy - 117 - Ensures the satellite remains functional after
failures.
" Low Satellite Complexity - 114- Reduces costs and failure risk.
" Low Latency - 106 - Many users may not tolerate a significant signal delay.
Less Important
* Allow Capacity Upgrade - 99 - Improves satellite's ability to evolve to meet
future capacity needs.
" Low Mean Response Time - 95 - Waiting to connect to the satellite does not
support broadband initiative.
" Provide Unique Service - 90 - If satellite system is only provider of service it
enjoys a monopoly.
e Fast Deployment - 76 - Quick deployment allows revenue to be generated faster.
* Low Signal Attenuation - 69 - Related to power and weight of satellite.
* Low BER - 68 - Want to avoid retransmitting same data and using up capacity.
" Low Orbital Maintenance Effort - 38 - It is expensive to put mass into space.
Want the mass put into orbit to be revenue-generating payload.
A second part of the QFD approach involves determining how important the
specific implementations are to meeting the identified technical requirements. This is
important for the design aspects since it lends insight as to what features will really
distinguish satellite networks. The identification of these high leverage points allows the
majority of constellation design effects to be captured without getting tied down in
excessive detail. In the figure 2-3 product matrix the technical requirements are given
weights according to their influence on meeting the customer and system owner needs,
and the parameters are scored to assess how well they would help achieve the
requirement:
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Details on the best options for the specific implementations are offered here to
give insight into what a constellation and satellite design should achieve. The values each
of the parameters identified received are listed and split into three sectors based on
relative importance.
Most Important
e Altitude - 669
* Number of Satellites - 593
* Number of Satellites per Orbital Plane - 512
* Number of Orbital Planes - 472
e Orbit Eccentricity - 438
* Inclination - 376
e Minimum Elevation Angle - 303
e Number of Ground Stations - 296
Moderately Important
* Satellite Antenna Field-of-View - 281
" Satellite Power -238
e Spot Beam Configuration - 240
* Crosslink Capability - 210
* Number of Antennas - 178
e Frequency Reuse - 130 -
e Satellite Downlink Antenna Gain - 111
* Satellite Uplink Antenna Gain - 111
e User Terminal Downlink Antenna Gain - 106
* User Terminal Uplink Antenna Gain - 106
" User Terminal Power - 103
" Data Access Path - 99
e Radiation Hardening - 95
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* Debris Protection - 95
" Satellite Mass - 90
Marginally Important
e Right Ascension of Ascending Node - 87
* Argument of Perigee - 87
e Time of Perigee Passage - 87
e Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem Scheme - 78
e Propulsion Method -78
" Degree of New Technology -77
e User Terminal Tracking Capability - 69
e User Terminal Antenna Field of View - 66
e Operation Cycle -63
e Allocated Spectrum - 62
e Thermal control - 59
e Launch Vehicle - 58
e Number of Spare Satellites on Orbit - 53
* Energy per Bit - 45
* Satellite Pointing Accuracy - 42
* Modulation & Coding - 27
e User Terminal Pointing Accuracy - 27
e Satellite Cross-Sectional Area - 23
The features discussed here have been acquired from a review of the FCC filings for the
proposed Ku & Ka band broadband satellites (HughesNet, HughesLink, Pentriad, Virgo,
SkyBridge, Boeing), readings on satellite constellation design (Peske, Wood, Wertz et
al.), and direct contact with numerous individuals of the commercial and academic
sectors.
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2.5 QFD Prioritization Interpretation
As opposed to the satellite design, many of the features identified as most
important related to the constellation design. The inclination, altitude, and number of
satellites were all shown to have more leverage over a constellation's effectiveness than
the details concerning how the satellite's subsystems function and the constellation is
made operational. Basically there are a number of items important to having viable
satellites, but once these are achieved it is the specifics regarding the satellites' orbits that
determine the system's effectiveness at meeting customer and system owner
requirements.
The findings support the use of a standardized scalable satellite for each
constellation. Doing so allows the alternative concepts to be compared based on their
different orbital configurations, and not on variation in technology of their satellites.
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3 Market Model
3.0 Market Model Introduction
Prior work has identified a variety of uses for a broadband satellite constellation.
These killer applications are identified to justify the need for a broadband satellite
constellation. This section elaborates on the specific subscribers and estimates the
populations that constitute the entire potential market for each network.
3.1 Market Size & Growth
Estimates for the global broadband market are determined. While every human could
be part of this market, a more realistic estimate needs to be generated from those who
have the means to afford satellite service. Aircraft, ships, mobile terrestrial, and fixed
terrestrial make up the market. Numbers for these populations are subject to a significant
amount of uncertainty, making this market model a first order approach towards
determining the amount of consumer support a satellite constellation may receive.
3.1.1 Aircraft
Every commercial aircraft and business jet built after 1990 is considered a
potential customer when the network becomes operational in 2005. Military aircraft are
also thought of as users, but their usage is not included.
Aircraft require a connection larger than the standard one Mb/s to support their
applications. Commercial airlines need to supply adequate media to their passengers, and
business jets need enough capacity for multiple teleconferencing parties. Therefore each
aircraft is considered to use a ten Mb/s connection, and is counted as ten regular users.
This results in a subscription fee ten times that of a normal single connection.
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Table 3-1 shows the expected number of aircraft from 2005-2015. It is based on a
constant linear growth of 1300 commercial aircraft and 250 business jets a year, along
with estimates for the aircraft population in 2005. Information on the number of aircraft
originated from Aviation Week & Space Technology, Airbus report on future of aircraft
production, The Economist, and Fairchild Dornier (AWST 2001, Airbus 2000, Economist
2001). The numbers do not include the entire fleet of aircraft as many will be older
aircraft flying cargo and not in need of a broadband connection for passengers. Cargo
aircraft may utilize this service for free flight applications, but this population is thought
to be small and is not considered.
Year Commercial Jets Business Jets Total Potential Connections
2005 13000 3000 160000
2006 14300 3250 175500
2007 15600 3500 191000
2008 16900 3750 206500
2009 18200 4000 222000
2010 19500 4250 237500
2011 20800 4500 253000
2012 22100 4750 268500
2013 23400 5000 284000
2014 24700 5250 299500
2015 26000 5500 315000
Aircraft User Market
Table 3-1
3.1.2 Ships
Ships are expected to use the satellite broadband service extensively. Considering
the revenue a merchant ship generates and the cost of operating one, the broadband
service is more affordable than it may be to residential subscribers. Ships don't have to be
modem because ships have long working lifetimes and typically are not space limited.
Three categories of ships to be considered are cruise ships with more than 150
passengers, merchant vessels weighing more than 44 Ktons, and luxury yachts over 30
feet in length. These limits are placed on the ship market to reflect who would want to
and be able to sign up for a broadband connection.
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Inmarsat is the current satellite communications solution for seagoing vessels.
This has been a very successful geosynchronous satellite network that delivers voice lines
and low data rate connections of 30 kb/s. Inmarsat service costs on the order of $5-10 per
minute, making it an expensive feature of current ships, and supporting the need for a less
expensive and more capable replacement. This study assumes the merchant and luxury
vessels use the normal one Mb/s connection. Cruise ships are treated as having 100 Mb/s
connections or 100 normal subscriptions, because the cruise ships have up to thousands
of people on board, and require more bandwidth to meet their needs.
Table 3-2 lists the expected number of ships from 2005 to 2015. The initial
figures come from databases of current ship populations, and the growth rates arise from
extrapolation of the current growth rate remaining fixed. The statistics are obtained from
reports by the U.S. Department of Transportation: Maritime Trade & Transportation,
Bureau of Marine Statistics, Maritime Administration, and the U.S. Coast Guard (BTS
2000).
Year Cuise Ships lbrchant Vessels Luxury Yachts Total FUential Conections
2005 3835 15000 4000 4C2500
2006 3985 16300 4500 419300
2007 4135 17600 5000 436100
2008 4285 18900 5500 45200
2009 4435 20200 6000 469700
2010 4585 21500 6500 486500
2011 4735 22800 7000 503300
2012 4885 24100 7500 520100
2013 5035 25400 8000 536900
2014 5185 26700 8500 553700
2015 5335 28000 9000 570500
Ship User Market
Table 3-2
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3.1.3 Mobile Terrestrial
The mobile terrestrial market segment includes all mobile land vehicles, but only
considers trains. Information on the number of locomotives is obtained and a fraction of
1/ 5th is applied to this to yield a more reasonable estimate of the number of these that are
passenger locomotives. The antenna is treated to be on the locomotive to avoid
unnecessary redundancy, and is sized to support a complete train of people.
Trains are given a ten Mb/s connection or ten normal subscriptions. This is
expected to be adequate for a few hundred passengers needs. Table 3-3 shows the
expected market for mobile terrestrial users from 2005 to 2015. The information arises
out of surveys by the European Union (EU 2001).
a TTotal PotentialYear TrainConnections
2005 10000 100000
2006 10400 104000
2007 10800 108000
2008 11200 112000
2009 11600 116000
2010 12000 120000
2011 12400 124000
2012 12800 128000
2013 13200 132000
2014 13600 136000
2015 14000 140000
Mobile Terrestrial User Market
Table 3-3
3.1.4 Fixed Terrestrial
Fixed terrestrial markets include rural and urban residential connections along
with rural and urban business connections. Numerous studies have been conducted to
estimate the number of broadband users anticipated from now till 2007. While the
resolution between terrestrial and satellite services is not great, they provide an idea of
the market. The availability of these studies means they will be used to estimate the total
number of terrestrial subscribers.
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Each terrestrial user is treated as a one Mb/s connection. Businesses will likely
use much higher rates but the market estimate does not differentiate between the different
users. Table 3-4 lists the projected global broadband subscribers. The quantities come
from reports by the FCC, Pioneer Consulting, and linear extrapolation for the years after
2007. These sources predict an exceptionally large market (Pioneer 1999, FCC 2000).
Terrestrial Service Satellite Service Total Potential
Subscribers Subscribers Connections
2005 89000000 18480000 18480000
2006 110000000 27640000 27640000
2007 136000000 39620000 39620000
2008 170000000 48920000 48920000
2009 209000000 58220000 58220000
2010 252000000 67520000 67520000
2011 300000000 76820000 76820000
2012 352000000 86120000 86120000
2013 410000000 95420000 95420000
2014 473000000 104720000 104720000
2015 541000000 114020000 114020000
Fixed Terrestrial User Market
Table 3-4
The number of terrestrial service broadband subscribers provides an idea of the
total broadband market size. Numbers for satellite subscribers are extraordinary, and
suggest satellites have an immense market to satisfy.
3.1.5 Total Potential Market
Total potential market is the sum of the four sectors described. This market is
predicted to be huge. In the first year a satellite system need capture only 1% of the
global market to reach capacity. Figure 3-1 shows the population of potential mobile
users, and figure 3-2 shows the number of connections these users may require. Though
the terrestrial population is the greatest contributor to the total market population, the
mobile user population is thought to be significant because of the lack of alternatives and
a demonstrated need for the service. Many of the mobile uses are for business related
applications aboard large revenue generating devices. A satellite connection will help
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many of the noted mobile businesses improve productivity and remain on top of a
competitive environment. This results in the mobile population being more likely to
afford the subscription, and require its service. Cruise ships, commercial jets, and trains
are expected to be the largest users.
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Table 3-5 shows the potential population of subscribers for all users, and figure 3-3
illustrates them.
Year Fixed Connections Mobile Connections Total Connections
2005 18480000 662500 19142500
2006 27640000 698800 28338800
2007 39620000 735100 40355100
2008 48920000 771400 49691400
2009 58220000 807700 59027700
2010 67520000 844000 68364000
2011 76820000 880300 77700300
2012 86120000 916600 87036600
2013 95420000 952900 96372900
2014 104720000 989200 105709200
2015 114020000 1025500 115045500
Total User Market
Table 3-5
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The total projected potential connections plot is eye opening. It predicts that the fixed
terrestrial market dwarfs the mobile market. This raises the question about why even
trying to service a mobile market. The answer is that the mobile market is likely to have
much higher subscription rates and margins than most of the fixed terrestrial. Also the
fixed terrestrial size may be overestimated, and is likely much reduced at high connection
fees. The intent of the satellite network from the beginning has been to service a mobile
population and enable some useful killer applications. This is why the mobile market is
not discounted in the market model.
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3.2 Competition
A satellite network offers service to locations where there is no other competition.
Existing satellite networks such as DirecPC and Iridium are not considered to pose much
of a threat to a new broadband satellite network as they were not designed and built to
support the broadband requirements for a lot of subscribers. Effects on subscription rates
due to future networks, such as the FCC filings mentioned, are not included due to
uncertainty. Expected competition for the urban terrestrial market is (Pioneer 1999):
" Fiber Optic - Extremely high data rates -Gbps with low noise levels. Expensive
to build and install the required cables and routers.
* Cable - High data rates -Mbps. Installed in many homes in the USA already and
easier to maintain than fiber. Highly asymmetrical rates means a phone line is
sometimes required for the uplink. Areas where broadband cable service is
available are identified in figure 3-4. The illustration shows much of the
continental USA does not have access to this service (FCC 2000).
* Cable Modem Service Available
Prevalence of Cable Broadband Service in Continental USA
Figure 3-4
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e Copper Lines - Limitations in copper lines' carrying capacity restricts data rates
to below -100 Kbps. When the distance to user is under a few miles this rate may
be increased to -Mbps using Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology. Areas
where broadband DSL service is available are identified in figure 3-5. Again the
illustration shows much of the continental USA does not have access to this
service (FCC 2000).
Prevalence of DSL Broadband Service in Continental USA
Figure 3-5
e Wireless - Capable of high data rates -Mbps when line of sight is achieved
between user and antenna. Limited by the spectrum allocations and requires an
infrastructure that is not designed to sustain high data rates. Areas where
broadband wireless service is available are identified in figure 3-6. Once again the
illustration shows much of the continental USA does not have access to this
service (FCC 2000).
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Prevalence of Wireless Broadband Service in Continental USA
Figure 3-6
Competition due to existing terrestrial services is not deemed significant to the
constellation's success. It is expected that where terrestrial services are available satellite
connections will make up a minority of the subscribers. A growing number of dissatisfied
terrestrial service subscribers may also be expected to switch to a more reliable satellite
alternative (DSL 2001).
3.3 Utilization Rate
Most users will not utilize the full capacity of their connection all of the time.
Typically one requests a website or some information and it is downloaded at the burst
rate of 1 Mbps. Then the user looks at the material and makes another request some time
later. With the exception of teleconferencing/medicine/education and free streaming
media applications, most uses do not require all the capacity available. Considering the
non-constant sporadic connection usage, the satellite may be over subscribed beyond its
design capacity while still maintaining the required level of service.
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Back of the envelope estimates have reasonably placed the utilization rate as low
as 0.1%. This may actually be the rate for some users, but because the network is likely to
be close to capacity all the time in some high subscription dense regions a more modest
utilization rate of 10% is used. The satellite network delivers the one Mbps connection to
1,000,000 users, but only delivers up to 100,000 at a time. Actual constellations may
benefit from more user subscriptions after evaluating how well the system delivers
service to the initial million. A second option is to significantly over subscribe the
network with a corresponding sacrifice in service quality at peak times. This may prove
beneficial in creating an inexpensive service.
3.4 Subscription Rate
The potential market for the satellite service is so enormous that the entire
satellite capacity is assumed filled. The interesting variable between system
configurations is at what rate they get to this full subscription condition. Considering the
service being offered is not available anywhere else, and it is likely to be demanded by
many people awaiting a solution to their rural internet needs, the network is assumed to
be at full subscription capacity by the fourth year of its operation. Customers are assumed
to increase linearly the first four years at a rate of 250,000 connections a year, until 2009
when the network is saturated. This is more than adequate time to market the satellite
services and reach capacity. Based on a 10% utilization rate and a designed capacity of
100,000 users, the number of subscribers each year is shown in Table 3-6.
Year Number of Connections
2006 250000
2007 500000
2008 750000
2009 1000000
2010 1000000
2011 1000000
2012 1000000
2013 1000000
2014 1000000
2015 1000000
Expected Connections During Network Lifetime
Table 3-6
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The enormous size of the broadband market makes a subscription base of one
million only 3% of the total potential satellite market in 2006. Because the market is so
much larger than the network's capacity, all constellations are assumed to have the same
subscription rates. Actual constellation subscriptions will vary due to additional factors
that are not considered, but are discussed.
3.5 Differences in Coverage and Latency
Coverage area and signal latency are items that differentiate the alternate satellite
network designs. Both of these factors affect the number of people interested in using the
service. This study ignored these factors on the basis that the market was so huge it did
not matter if a fraction of the people were turned away by non-global coverage or
excessive signal delay. The effect of these issues in a more competitive environment is
discussed.
3.5.1 Coverage
GEO and HEO constellations considered do not provide global coverage. This
reduces their total potential markets by an unknown amount. The GEO system
subscription base would not be reduced significantly since it would only be losing out on
a few people and ships that spend their time at the poles. HEO constellations considered
are much more affected because they only offer coverage to the northern latitudes,
depriving the southern and equatorial latitude markets of broadband service. The
assumption that the HEO constellations still reach capacity is supported by the fact that:
most aircraft and trains are in the northern latitudes, many ships are at these latitudes, and
there are a lot of wealthy people living in North America, Europe, and Asia who are not
able to receive broadband terrestrial connections.
A considerable majority of the predicted market is thought to be at northern
latitudes. Figure 3-7 shows population on log scale verses latitude (Li 1996). This plot
shows how the population is concentrated in the northern latitudes, which average at least
ten times more people per latitude than the south.
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Figure 3-7
Work by Tatsuki Kashitani has gone towards identifying where subscribers are
located (Kashitani 2001). His preliminary efforts merged a population density histogram,
figure 3-8, with Gross National Product purchasing power parity for the worlds regions,
figure 3-9, to produce figure 3-10, an illustration of where people more likely to afford
broadband service are located. Darker colors represent denser populations and richer
countries for the population density and GNP plots respectively.
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Population Density Histogram
Figure 3-8
Gross National Product Purchasing Power Parity
Figure 3-9
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Global Concentrations of Subscribers
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Figure 3-10
The dark area represents concentrations of people who are more able to afford a
broadband satellite subscription. The most concentrated subscriber areas are clumped in
California, New England, Northern Europe, and Japan. The gray-shade bar below the
figure shows the percentage of total market in a 15* by 15' quadrant of the respective
shade of gray (Kashitani 2001).
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3.5.2 Latency
Signal latency results from the satellite being far enough from the Earth that the
speed of light becomes noticeable. This directly affects the teleconferencing/education/-
medicine and some media applications of the satellite network. Figure 3-11 shows how
the delay is related to satellite altitude.
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Signal Delay vs. Satellite Altitude
Figure 3-11
Studies have shown for mobile phone usage a delay of 500 milliseconds, equivalent to a
GEO satellite, is enough to reduce the number of subscribers by %/ (Gumbert 1996) This
reluctance to subscribe is understandable for voice communications where the delay
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makes conversation noticeably difficult, but may not be applicable to most broadband
data exchanges. Because this study assumed no competition from other satellites and
such a large market size, it is considered reasonable to neglect signal delay effects on
subscription rates. An augmented study should provide a relation for decreasing market
share as the delay increases, and possibly include effects of competing systems with less
signal delay sharing the same market.
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4 Network Assumptions
4.0 Assumptions Introduction
Satellite networks can be designed with countless attributes, making it an
exceedingly difficult and complex problem to quantify every feature's contribution to the
network's total effectiveness. A problem encountered with comparing the FCC filings is
that they are all designed with different mission objectives. The number of users and
connection speeds each system is expected to support varies widely among the different
proposals, as do the minimum elevation angles, the spectrum used, and numerous other
characteristics. These differences make it challenging to compare the systems on the
same ground.
In order to facilitate an analysis of varying constellation designs, a series of
assumptions that describe a realistic future network are made to ensure all systems are
delivering the same service. This prevents any one constellation from accruing unfair
benefits or penalties from having different requirements and standards of service. This is
the first part of ensuring the network's effectiveness is dependent on the constellation's
design, and not variations in mission objectives.
The assumptions are determined from a review of the FCC filings and various
contemporary sources regarding satellite network design, and are intended to define a
reasonable constellation. The following assumptions are made:
e Satellite network supports 100,000 continuous user connections at one Mb/s.
e Each satellite addresses 100,000 users continuously
(m = User Factor, n = total # satellites).
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" Error rate is not to exceed 10~9 errors per bit (BER).
" Satellites utilize no more than one GHz of bandwidth in the Ka-band.
* Minimum elevation angle of five degrees.
" Standard risk management efforts to ensure ten-year lifetime.
" Common user terminal.
4.1 Network & Satellite Capacity
The entire network is designed to support 100,000 continuous users.
Unfortunately these users are not distributed evenly over the globe, as they are
concentrated in populated areas. While the constellations being compared are intended to
service a significant number of more spread out aircraft and ships, a majority of the users
are located terrestrially. Since of the earth's surface is land and 90% of the people live
concentrated in roughly of this land, the non-GEO satellites pass over sparsely
populated areas for much of their orbits. This means that all non-GEO systems satellites
must be over-designed to handle more users, since some satellites are not fully active
when passing over uninhabited, empty sections of the globe. To account for this lack of
full capacity utilizations, a user factor is created to properly size the satellites. The
following relation results for the total data capacity of each non-GEO satellite:
Daatta '::100,000 Y
qn
The LEO satellites have the smallest coverage area per satellite and are treated as
having a user factor of 0.3, while MEO satellites have much larger fields-of-view and are
considered to have a user factor of 0.5. HEO satellites have orbits catered to specific
coverage areas and their user factor is considered on a case-by-case basis by estimating
what fraction of the orbit their satellites are active. Typically the HEO user factor varies
from 0.65 to 0.8 depending on how elliptical their orbits are. The GEO satellites are
stationary with respect to the earth and always in contact with their users, so their user
factor is one. The user factor measures how much capacity the satellite utilizes during an
orbit verses its total potential capacity, and is assessed with Satellite Tool Kit. A more
precise smooth estimate for user factor should be derived for the satellite's usage, but this
discrete one still captures the essence of the satellites usage relation with altitude.
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4.2 Integrity
Bit error rates (BER) of 10-9 are commonly agreed upon as more than acceptable
for data connections (Melkko 1998). This BER is based on what is achieved by the fiber
optic infrastructures, and a BER closer to 10~5 is probably satisfactory for data exchanges.
Due to advances in coding and modulation schemes a BER of 10-9 is achievable without
excessive energy input, and so this improved BER is assumed. The systems described are
all designed for this lower BER with the intention that the satellite will still be able to
operate above acceptable levels if a failure occurs or the requirements change.
4.3 Spectrum Utilized
The broadband networks were proposed in response to the freeing up of frequency
in the Ka-band for licensing. It is of immediate value to optimize the usage of a finite
amount of spectrum, and therefore no more than one GHz in the Ka-band is allocated to
any one system. Efficient spectrum utilization is an important consideration in the system
design since multiple networks may seek to use the same spectrum. Figure 4-1 shows the
electromagnetic spectrum, and the relevant frequency bands to satellite communications.
130,000 MHz Ka BAND (35-44GHz)
SAT ELLITE Ka BAND (19-32 GHz)
SHF SATELLITE Ku BAND (10.7-14.75 GHz)
------ SATELLITE C BAND (3.4-4.8 GHz)
3,000_ MHz S BAND (2.4-3.4 GHz)
L BAND (1.5-2.3GHz)
UHF ' UHF TV BROADCAST (470-884 MHz)
300 MHz
VHF TV CHANNELS (174-210 MHz)
VHF FM RADIO BROADCAST (88-106 MHz)
VHF TV CHANNELS (54-82 MHz)
30 MHz
CB RADIO CHANNELS (27 MHz)
SHORT(
WAE SHF = SUPER HIGH FREQUENCY
UHF = ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
3 MHz VHF = VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
Frequency Band Designations
Figure 4-1
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Spectrum in the Ka-band is used for communication because it may be projected
in very narrow spot beams with a reasonably sized antenna. For a fixed size antenna the
beam width is proportional to the wavelength of the transmitted wave. A broadband
constellation has to support uplink connections from each of the users. Narrow beam
widths allow this to be done with less interference issues. Higher frequencies are at a
disadvantage because of a large amount of attenuation from suspended water droplets and
dirt in the atmosphere (Long 2001). Transmitting more power or reducing the data rate
during rain or dust storms solves the absorption issues.
4.4 Minimum elevation angle
This is the smallest angle above the horizon a satellite must be located for a user
on the Earth's surface to be in contact with the satellite. This is a very important feature
of a satellite system, as it directly affects the coverage area and satellite power
requirements. A constellation may require more satellites to meet target coverage needs if
the minimum elevation angle is too high. Conversely, the satellites need enough power to
communicate effectively through the greater amounts of atmosphere prevalent at lower
elevation angles. Currently, minimum elevation angles of 5' are acceptable for
communications satellites. For all the proposed designs in this analysis it is assumed the
minimum elevation angle is 5'. The fact that some constellations address a larger fraction
of users at higher elevation angles influences factors such as error rate and availability
that are significant to a design comparison.
4.5 Risk Management
All constellations are intended to remain operational for a minimum of ten years
from initial service. There is a significant probability that satellites will be lost due to
failed launch vehicles and errors in orbit insertion operations. All of the launch vehicles
being considered have a greater than 90% launch success rate, but the re-launching of
additional satellites is considered in constellation comparisons.
Another issue at hand is the likelihood of a satellite failing while in orbit.
Reliability is improving with increased experience in the space environment, and most of
the components being used are proven/existing technology. Because of the use of existing
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technology, the satellites are assumed to have a 95% chance of remaining operational
throughout their ten-year lifetime. Nonetheless, when a satellite fails, in order to maintain
the same levels of service, another one must be launched as a replacement. Rephasing is
used as a temporary solution to reduce a non-functioning satellite's impact on service
before a replacement satellite is made operational.
Instead of adding the cost of extra launch vehicles and additional replacement
satellites to the total network cost, insurance is purchased. Insurance covers the expense
of replacing lost satellites and its cost is estimated in a later chapter. Actual constellation
design efforts should consider the cost to self-insure ones launches and spacecraft in the
form of extra capital to purchase replacements. Setting aside extra money for self-
insurance may be particularly cost effective due to high commercial insurance rates and
improving reliability of launch vehicles.
4.5 User terminals
The user terminal of the broadband network has great leverage in making or
breaking a satellite network. Traditionally user terminals are very costly, bulky, and
complex. High data rates require that the antenna point toward the satellite at all times.
With the exception of the geosynchronous systems, all of the broadband satellite
networks require the user terminals to track the satellites actively. Tracking adds
complexity and expense to the non-GEO user terminals, and becomes more difficult
when the user is an airplane or ship that does not stay still on the Earth's surface. Existing
FCC filings propose the use of parabolic dishes for user terminals. Dish diameters on the
order of under a meter for the one Mbps connection are found in these proposals, with
increased dish diameter for larger user needs. Large dishes are cumbersome, heavy, and
slow to track, causing aircraft integration problems. Furthermore, the many mechanical
parts do not perform well in the hostile environment aboard ships.
There is an option to a tracking dish antenna, that is a receive/transmit phased
array antenna. Boeing specifically has this technology, but it is assumed it could be
licensed for use in any satellite network. Phased array user terminals allow enhanced
tracking of directional changes over mechanical antennas by steering signals
electronically, enabling continuous connections between satellites and subscribers.
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Phased arrays developed for such applications have up to 1,500 array-elements and are
capable of high gain transmissions. An antenna is already developed for aviation use, and
can easily be integrated with terrestrial or other users. The antenna is shown in figure 4-2.
Aceess cover
Aperture
Radiofrequency
feed power and
controler cables
Ka-band User Terminal Transmit/Receive Antenna
Figure 4-2
The existing Ka-band transmitting antenna pictured is a 256-element MMIC
phased-array antenna built by Boeing Phantom Works. Each element can radiate 100
mW. The antenna is approximately 43-cm high by 24-cm wide by 3.3-cm thick. It can be
steered beyond 60' from broadside. Its beam width varies from 60 at broadside to 120 at
600, which is typical of phased-array antennas. When the antenna is steered to 60', the
possibility of illuminating multiple satellites arises. Spread spectrum techniques are also
employed to keep the power impinging on adjacent satellites below their noise floor so no
interference results. This antenna is power limited. If the antenna elements are increased
by a factor of 4 to 1024, or 16 to 4096, the gain increases and the beam width decreases
in proportion. For the latter two antenna sizes, the power must be "backed off' to prevent
interference with neighboring satellites. This transmitting antenna has the appropriate
number of elements and element power to ensure it can connect effectively with the
desired satellite. A system phased-array controller controls both the receiving and
transmitting user terminal antenna (Zakrajsek 2000).
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For the networks being considered it is assumed that each user of a non-GEO
constellation has a phased array user terminal. GEO constellations use the phased array
for aircraft and ships, but utilize a less expensive fixed dish for terrestrial subscriptions.
Figure 4-3 & 4-4 show a GEO fixed dish and a tracking phased array antenna for ships.
Fixed Dish for Fixed Terrestrial GEO Constellation
Figure 4-3
Ship-motion
Sensor
Tracking Antenna for Ships
Figure 4-4
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5 Scalable Generic Satellite
5.0 Scalable Generic Satellite Introduction
A scalable generic satellite is defined to properly compare different satellite
networks on the merits of their constellation design attributes. Satellites with the exact
same subsystems and level of technology are used to compare the constellations with the
only variation being the satellite's mass, which is sized to meet the mission service
requirements. Subsystems of this scalable generic satellite are described with emphasis
on justifying why they are the best options available for a future broadband satellite.
Resulting subsystem design specifics, the most significant of which are their masses, are
related to the operational altitude of the satellite and the initial assumptions regarding the
network's capabilities. Once these relations are derived, different constellation
configurations are input into the scalable generic satellite and an assessment of the
network proceeds. The intention is to design the most capable satellite, size it based on
the constellation parameters of altitude and required capacity, and then estimate its cost to
determine the required charge per subscription and produce an unbiased comparison of
constellation variants. A second motive is to provide insight into the issues at hand when
designing a satellite.
5.1 Sizing Satellite
Several aspects of this process refer to the size and shape of the satellites. This is
particularly relevant when calculating orbital maintenance efforts where the cross-
sectional area of the satellite is important. The spacecraft is assumed to be a cube with
volume equal to the satellite's total mass divided by an average satellite density. The
density is set at 150 kg/m 3, which is almost twice the value of 79 kg/m 3 based on an
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average of 75 satellites launched from 1975 to 1984 (Wertz et al. 1999). A larger density
value is used because contemporary satellites have improved subsystem integration.
Solar array area is divided into two identical rectangular sections with width equal
to the satellite bus cube length and set perpendicular to the velocity vector.
Transmit/receive antennas are on the satellite body, facing the center of the Earth
(NADIR,) while other antennas are on adjacent sides. Figure 5-1 illustrates the scalable
generic satellite.
Thermal Control
Solar krays
Antemas
Generic Satellite
Figure 5-1
5.2 Communications Payload
The communications payload for each satellite is capable of supporting the
expected number of users at the required data rates. Relations are derived using the
number of satellites, their altitudes, and expected user factors to determine the required
payload mass and power. Payloads are sized for the worst-case situation when capacity is
full, all the connections are at the lowest elevation angle, and it is raining.
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5.2.1 Antenna
The antenna configuration is vital to the efficiency of the communications
package and its ability to isolate a multitude of signals. A phased array configuration is
selected because of its high aperture efficiency, reliability, and effective isotropic power
radiated (Bostian et al 1993). A phased array is capable of many steerable spot beams,
though they are expensive, heavy, and suffer high losses in the feed distribution system.
Spot beams can be actively configured and shaped to better service regions with higher
demand, and are able to reuse the transmitting spectrum. Figure 5-2 a/b shows a phased
array. The left image illustrates the repeating pattern of multiple array elements and the
right shows a close up view.
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Figure 5-2 a/b
Phased arrays contain a large number of elements that produce the transmitted
signal. Some designs have each element with its own amplifier producing up to several
watts of radiated power. For the purpose of this study, the phased array antenna is not
treated to be composed of radiating elements, but instead consists of a series of switches
that allow power generated from other means to radiate. This enables an estimate of the
amplifier's mass, and reduces the uncertainty associated with the relatively new phased
arrays that have limited published specifications.
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Estimating antenna mass is not an exact science. Several existing phased array
antennas are currently used on satellites like Globalstar and Iridium, but new proposals
fail to provide much detail on weight. It is understood that the array is made up of a
number of elements and that this relates to the number of beams and their beam width.
The receive antenna is not as complex and heavy and will be considered to be one-half of
the transmitting antenna's weight. Understanding that more radiating elements are
required for smaller beam widths, and accepting the size of a radiating element to be
equivalent among designs, it follows that the antennas with smaller beam widths are
going to be larger and heavier with more elements. Knowing that a GEO satellite phased
array antenna with a beam width of 1.6 degrees has a mass of roughly 50 kg, and a LEO
antenna with a beam width of 20 degrees has a mass of approximately five kg (Wertz et
al. 1999, Ohmori 1998), the following relation is formulated:
mantennae = mtrans + mreceive =1.5(31-1.6beamwidth)
This relation is vague and imprecise, but is thought to capture the essence of the phased
array antenna mass variance with each constellation. Phased arrays for heavier, more
distant and powerful satellites with small beam widths are larger than those for much
closer lower power satellites with wider beam widths. More insight and data on phased
array antennas should allow a more accurate relation to be developed for antenna mass.
5.2.2 Modulation & Coding
Now that a phased array has been selected for the antenna it is necessary to
specify what modulation and coding method is used, along with how the data is
transmitted on a limited amount of spectrum.
The modulation and error correction scheme has a significant influence on the
quality of service. Transmitted and received signals are digital, as opposed to analog,
because digital signals are: 1) less affected by interference and distortion, 2) can be
regenerated easily, and 3) are capable of very low error rates. A recent development is
turbocoding, which approaches the Shannon limit with an Eb/No near 1.6 dB (Christopher
2001). Turbocoding involves too much development time and expense to be used for this
first generation broadband network, but lends insight as to where the technology is
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heading. Data compression techniques put more processing power on the satellite and
also increase robustness to changing requirements.
New forms of modulation, demodulation, and forward error correction initially
used in the Globalstar achieve bit error rates around 10- with bit energy to incremental
noise (Eb/No) ratio of five dB (Wertz et al. 1999). For the purposes of this study all the
satellites will use Quadra-Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation plus R-1/2 Viterbi
Decoding with an Eb/No ratio assumed to be five dB. An additional two dB is added to
this to account for bandwidth limiting effects, deviations from ideal filter responses,
phase noise and frequency drift in local oscillators, noise in carrier tracking loops, and bit
synchronizing errors (Wertz et al. 1999). The final Eb/No ratio used is seven dB.
5.2.3 Bandwidth Limitations
Treating half the allocated one GHz of spectrum in the Ka-band as being allocated
for the uplink and the other half for downlink, a total bandwidth of 500 MIHz is available
for the downlink. Spot beams are required to be at least a beamwidth apart to reuse the
same spectrum, and adjacent beams use different phases to reduce interference from
spectrum sharing. Polarization of transmitting and receiving carriers orthogonally allows
increased carrier capacity with minimal interference issues. The higher altitude satellites
suffer from a lack of spectrum, but resolve this by using high-resolution spot beams and
greater spectrum reuse.
At this point the minimum number of spot beams each satellite requires is
calculated. While all the satellites in this study have adequate capacity, future studies
may increase the number of users or required data rates to something requiring an
unrealistic number of spot beams. First, the data rate through each spot beam is found by
dividing the total data rate for each satellite by the number of spot beams.
Data~p0 , '100,000 Mb
u7,nNP,
Second, the capacity equation and signal to noise relations are noted. For QPSK + rate
modulation one bit per second is achievable for each Hz of spectrum used:
Datapot = Bandwidth
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A significant amount of the bandwidth being used is lost due to multi-access loses. This
arises from the inefficiencies of communicating with many user terminals that are unable
to coordinate their transmissions. Using a packed multiple access scheme known as
Aloha approximately 36% of the uplink bandwidth is usable, but with an ordered user
transmissions scheme usable bandwidth approaches 80%. This multi-access loss would
be relevant to the uplink analysis, which is omitted in this study. For the downlink the
satellite is more efficient at distributing the data over the spectrum and is treated to be
able to utilize 80% of the downlink bandwidth (Christopher 2001).
A second reduction in the spot beam's available spectrum results from frequency
reuse allocations. In order to avoid interference, different parts of the spectrum are used
in adjacent spot beams. A 1-in-4 frequency reuse pattern is selected as it utilizes the
spectrum most effectively while minimizing interference. Figure 5-3 describes how the
four quarters of the spectrum are used in the spot beam pattern (Virgo 1999).
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Frequency Re-Use for User Beams
Figure 5-3
Combining the two mentioned restrictions regarding the downlink yields a measure of
how much data each spot beam may support:
100,000 <0.8Bandwidth
q, nNS0, 4
The minimum number of required spot beams results, which is useful for the design of
the phased array antenna and associated hardware. Actually the quantity on the right has
to be larger than the left. This means that more capacity can be carried on the spot beam
or greater division of the spectrum can allow less interference. This equation is used to
determine the minimum number of spot beams required for each satellite to ensure the
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actual number of beams supports the satellite's capacity. The number of spot beams may
not be significant with the assumptions being made, but an increase in users or a decrease
in downlink spectrum could easily change this situation.
5.2.4 Link Budget & Power Radiated
Link design is important to sizing the payload, and is dependent on the altitude
and capacity characteristics of the satellite. To determine the power needed to transmit
one must select a frequency and modulation scheme, apply antenna constraints, and
estimate the atmospheric absorption, noise, and interference.
The link budget estimate commences with a measure of the energy flux a user
antenna receives. Power flux density (Wf) is the radiated power (PRad) divided by the area
of a sphere with radius equal to the transmission's distance (4RS2), multiplied by the
transmitting antenna gain (Gt), the transmission path loss (La), and the transmitter to
antenna line loss (Li):
W PRadG,LLL,
- 4)S 2
The farthest distance the satellite must communicate with on the Earth is the
transmission distance used in the link budget. The distance from the satellite to the
minimum elevation angle on the Earth is calculated from geometric relations (Bayt et al.
1996). Figure 5-4 illustrates the geometry of these calculations, and the utilized equations
to relate the maximum transmission distance to altitude and elevation angle.
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Link Geometry
Figure 5-4
Now plugging in Earth's radius, Re = 6,378 km, and minimum elevation angle, e = 5'
yields:
S= 6378(6378 + H) Sin(90 -5 - Sin-'( 6354
6354 6378+ H
Methods to determine the phased array antenna gain are described. An estimate
for the amount of Earth in view of the satellite is found from the following two-
dimensional approximation:
Areasatauite = 7c(RSin(a)y
The area of each spot beam follows from:
1. 3 Areasalellite
Areas,, = Nspot
The "1.3" factor is included to compensate for the adjacent spot beam's overlap
and is found from an estimation of how much overlap occurs with proposed spot beam
configurations (Pentriad 1999). Treating the spot beam as having a circular projection
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with beam width 0, and finding the coverage area for a mean spot beam midway between
the closet point on the Earth at NADIR (H), and the farthest distance at the minimum
elevation angle (S), a relation for the area of the spot beam is found
Area, = ; H + S
Rearranging this the beam width (0) is shown to equal:
Are a~so:
0 = 2Sin I
2
The phased array antenna gain is determined from the following approximation
for typical antennas, and is dependent on beam width (Nelson 1999):
G= 27,0006 2
The gain is directly related to the beam width, which is dependent on the number
of elements in the phased array. Phased array antennas use numerous spot beams to
communicate with users. Typically there are a certain number of actual spot beams and a
larger number of spot beam positions. Using a complex control mechanism, the beams
are alternated through the beam positions to cover all of the required coverage area.
Because it is outside the scope of this thesis to model this time-sharing between all the
beam positions it is assumed each beam position has a continuous beam. A prior
calculation determines the minimum number of spot beam positions required to deliver
the satellite's maximum data rate.
This analysis fixes a lower limit on the antenna beam width and an upper limit on
the number of spot beams to determine the number of spot beams of antenna beam width
respectively. Phased arrays have achieved beam widths of 0. 17, but a more conservative
beam width of 0.52 dB is set as the minimum used by the Ka-band systems considered
(Dorfman 2001). This ensures the antenna beam width is not unreasonably small. An
upper limit of 600 is set on the total number of spot beams onboard a satellite. The
number of beam positions proposed in existing FCC filings are as high as 800 lending
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credence that this is reasonable (HughesNet 1999). This ensures the spot beamwidth is
not so narrow that an exceeding number of spot beam positions are required for complete
footprint coverage. Extremely high gain narrow beamwidth transmit spot beams enable
burst downlink connections, while lower gain receivers provide adequate coverage for a
lower rate uplink.
Atmospheric and rain attenuation becomes significant above 10 GHz with a peak
at 50 GHz. Using the Crane model for rain climates typical of the northern United States
shown in figure 5-5, rain attenuation is estimated for different elevation angles (Wertz et
al. 1999).
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Figure 5-5
For 30 GHz, 98% availability, and a minimum elevation angle of 10' the rain
attenuation is 10 dB. Although the constellation is designed to serve people at minimum
elevation angles of 50, the system is not sized to deliver the one Mb/s broadband
connection during heavy rainfall at these elevation angles. During storms the system
supports a somewhat degraded connection with affected users at a lower rate. This
reduces the margins required for the link budget and prevents the required power from
becoming prohibitively high.
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Atmospheric absorption further attenuates the communications signal, and is
determined from figure 5-6 (Wertz et al. 1999).
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Figure 5-6
At 30 GHz the absorption is found to be 0.4 dB and is largely dependent on atmospheric
moisture. An additional margin of 2 dB is carried to further ensure the satellite has
enough power to address all of its users. This margin accounts for pointing & polarization
losses, and will allow for an increase in capacity or maintenance of capacity as
transponders fail. Total transmission path loss is now -10 - 0.4 - 2 dB = -12.4 dB, which
is 0.0575. Therefore La=0.0575 or 94.25% of the energy radiated is lost from attenuation.
The energy received by the user terminal (C) is found by multiplying the power
flux density by the antenna aperture. The antenna aperture is the physical aperture (Ar)
multiplied by the antenna efficiency (,q,).
C PRadGLa LAr'7r
4)7S
2
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Energy per bit is then equal to the quantity for total received energy received divided by
the data rate:
Eb =
Datatotal
Noise losses are considered now, and are found to be equal to the Boltzman's
constant times the system noise temperature, Ts. System noise temperature is composed
of the antenna and receiver noise temperatures. Receiver noise temperature arises from
transmission line/filter and low noise amplifier losses, while the antenna noise
temperature originates from various sources: the galaxy or outer space, radiation from
clouds and rain in transmission path, the Sun (when in antenna main beam or side lobe),
the Earth, and man-made noise. Object blockage is an additional component that is not
considered. Antenna temperature contributions are shown in figure 5-7 for various
frequencies (Wertz et al. 1999).
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The system noise present is:
No = kT
Where k is the Boltzman's constant equal to 1.38x10-2 3J/K, and T, is the system noise
temperature:
+T, (1 - L, ) +T,
L,. L,
Tant is the antenna noise temperature, To is a reference temperature, T, is the noise
temperature of the receiver, and L is the line loss between the antenna and receiver. The
second term above is the noise contribution from the transmission lines, and the third
term is the contribution from the receiver. Typical values of noise temperature for Ka-
band frequencies (30 GHz) are: Tant=100 K, To=290 K, Lr=0.89, and Tr-289 K. Yielding
a system noise temperature of, Ts= 460 K (Wertz et al. 1999).
The following equation is found from the link budget analysis.
Datatral Eb - PRad GLa LiAr r7
( No req Us 47rS 2
Rearranging the above expressions yields an equation for the RF transmitted
power:
Datatotal E " kT4S 2
PRad = No req
Rad GAL, A,17,
Recall that the receiving antenna area is 0.27 m2 or 2.7x10 7 km2 , with an
efficiency of 0.8, and the line loss for a phased array is roughly -1 dB. A final expression
for the radiated power for the satellite constellation is now:
3.576.- S 2
PRad = Watts
r|,nG,
The remaining variables are the distance to horizon (S), the user factor (.), number of
satellites (n), and transmitter gain (G,).
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A link budget is calculated for the downlink to the gateway as well. This power is
added to the total transmission requirements and is expected to be relatively small due to
the large area gateway antenna. Using a dish diameter of three meters and keeping
everything else the same the radiated power is determined for the gateway downlink.
1.36 x10- 7 -S2
PRad G, Watts
5.2.5 Amplifiers
Transmitter characteristics vary with respect to RF power output and the type of
power amplification. Solid State Amplifiers (SSA) weigh less than Traveling Wave Tube
Amplifiers (TWTA), but do not generate as much power and have lower efficiencies.
TWTA's are used in all satellites due to their proven reliability and exceptional efficiency
at high powers. The TWTA's are treated to have an efficiency of 60% (White 2001).
Multiple transponders are used to reduce the chance of an entire satellite being
lost due to a single transponder failure. Each amplifier is selected to deliver
approximately 100 watts to enable the higher efficiencies stated and reduce total mass.
The number of transmitters for each satellite is determined by dividing the RF output
power by 100. The value obtained is rounded and then divided into the total RF power to
determine the exact output from each transmitter. Transmitter mass is determined from
figure 5-8 after the power output is found (Wertz et al. 1999).
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Conversely, if an alternate transmitter power is desired the above plot may be used to
determine the input power and transmitter mass expected.
Amplifier mass is found to be about 8 kg for a 100W transponder. For Ka-band
receivers, the power requirements tend to be a fifth of the transmit requirements (Bostian
et al. 1993). Using the amplifier's Direct Current to Radiated Frequency (DC-RF) power
conversion efficiency of 60%, the total transmit communications payload power
requirement is determined. The transmit amplifier power is 5/3rd the radiated power, and
the total required power is 1.2 times the transmit amplifier power, yielding the following:
Ppayloas =12P,,,,,, = 2PRad
-~ 
_ RadMasstransponder 8 Nransponders 8P 00
The next step is to estimate the mass of the connections, processors, and other
components of the communication's payload.
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5.2.6 Additional Components of Payload
The Ka-band satellite constellation requires a significant amount of additional
hardware to coordinate all of its activities. A look at the FCC filings mass and power
budgets in Appendix C reveals the expectation of every kg of payload corresponding to
seven watts of power. In this analysis the antenna and amplifier's mass are estimated.
Still a significant amount of expected payload is missing. Because of this the power
requirement of the payload is divided by ten W/kg to include the other components of the
payload information is not available for. Ten is used, as opposed to seven, since the
phased array and transponders are already considered. This is another approximation, but
is still thought to capture the required relationship.
payload -payloadkg
10
5.3 Crosslinks
All of the satellite networks use crosslinks to improve the robustness and
usefulness of the broadband service. Microwave crosslinks have been used in the past,
but are being replaced with optical equivalents thanks to recent advances in lasers
generating narrow band energy at optical frequencies. While the optical signal is
unacceptably attenuated in the atmosphere, it works very well in the free space between
satellites. Optical links have high gains with reasonable size, and do not incur frequency
allocation problems. On the negative side they require complex pointing mechanisms due
to the difficulties in acquiring and directing the narrow beams. Optical links have already
been tested on Earth successfully and space flight tests are beginning to occur. Current
links have been designed with capacities over 300 Mbps (Wertz et al. 1999). Nearly all
the recent satellite proposals have specified the use of optical links for more efficient data
transmission.
Each satellite has two crosslinks sending to satellites in front and to the left, and
receiving from satellites behind and to the right. Crosslinks are sized to carry a fifth the
total satellite's capacity, with the exception of the GEO and HEO constellations, which
utilize ten Gbps crosslinks. The reasoning behind this is that the LEO and MEO satellites
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use their crosslinks when out of range of a gateway, but gateways are placed in zones of
dense subscription rates. This means the data throughput for satellites outside of a
gateway's range is not very high, as these areas are likely to be vast expanses of ocean
where a few planes and ships are the majority users. However GEO's and HEO's, when
operating, are always in heavy traffic. Here the crosslinks decrease signal latency and
improve system performance. Mass, power, and type of crosslink is determined from
figure 5-9 (Wertz et al. 1999).
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5.4 Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C)
Because its mass varies by only a few kg with respect to altitude the same
equipment performs this function on each satellite. Data rate is minimal, approximately
60 Kb/s, and in the S-band of frequency. Data rate can be much lower since the update
rate takes place over extended periods of time. TT&C will allow the ground stations to
determine where the satellite is, how it is configured, and what it should do to stay active.
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An antenna for TT&C should be just big enough to illuminate all of the viewable Earth.
Table 6-1 describes the TT&C subsystem.
Mass Power
Component (kg) (W) Remark
Transponder 14 25 2-Solid State, 4 W RF output
Filters/switch diplexers 1.2 0
Earth cover antenna 1 0 Earth coverage horn, -6 cm diameter
Parabola antenna 2 0 60 cm diameter
Waveguide antenna 0.8 0 1.25 m long
Total 19 25
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command Subsystem Attributes
Table 5-1
Power required for TT&C is included in total power calculations.
5.5 Spacecraft Structure
Satellite structure or bus is a component that is not very dependant on altitude,
being a function of the rest of the satellite weight it must support. This structure must
support 6 g's of axial and 3 g's of lateral load found during launch. It must also be robust
enough to resist thermal loads and orbital maintenance maneuvers. The spacecraft bus
includes the launch vehicle adapter. Materials used may vary widely, but the satellite
structure is usually made out of very efficient materials such as composites to reduce
weight. Spacecraft bus is considered to be 20 % of the dry satellite mass.
5.6 Attitude Determination & Control (ADCS)
The Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS) stabilizes the satellite
and ensures it is pointed in the proper direction despite disturbance torques acting on it.
To effectively deliver broadband services the satellite ADCS has to be precise enough to
allow accurate pointing of the transceiver antennas through disturbance torques. It must
also be capable of tracking moving targets and acquire the satellite's attitude after fail-
safe modes. Disturbance torques common to spacecraft include:
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e Gravity Gradient - Constant torque due to varying gravity force over satellite
structure. Spacecraft inertias and orbit altitude influence this the most.
" Magnetic Field - Cyclic torque due to magnetic fields effect on residual dipole of
satellite. Most dependent on orbital altitude, inclination, and spacecraft magnetic
dipole.
" Solar Pressure - Cyclic torque from center of Sun's pressure not being aligned
with the center-of-gravity. Spacecraft geometry, center-of-gravity location, and
reflectivity influence this the most.
e Aerodynamic - Constant torque from center-of-drag pressure not being aligned
with satellite center-of-gravity. Very dependent on solar activity, orbit altitude,
and spacecraft geometry.
* Internal Disturbances - Uncertainty in center-of-gravity causes unbalanced
torques. The dynamics of and thermal shocks on flexible bodies result in
additional torques. These are generally considered small.
e Powered Flight Effects - If the axis of thrust is not aligned with the center-of-
gravity then orbital maintenance maneuvers result in torques that must be
accounted for with the ADCS. These are considered small.
It is understood that the satellites are placed in their respective orbits by the
launch vehicle, removing a need for ADCS control during the orbit insertion. This avoids
an over-sizing of the ADCS based on orbital insertion demands.
Various methods exist for ADCS control. In order to make comparisons between
satellite constellations more dependent on the orbital parameters it is assumed that all
satellites utilize four momentum wheels, unloaded as required by magnetic torque bars.
These devices do not require propellant and have proven to last sufficiently long times.
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Other ADCS types include passive control through the gravity or magnetic field gradient,
and active control using spin stabilization or rocket thrusters. These are not considered
due to insufficient pointing accuracy, unnecessary complications to the communications
payload, and added expense of relying on expendables, respectively.
The ADCS subsystem is assumed to account for 8% of the satellite's total power
needs. When the total satellite is less than 5,000 kg the ADCS is 5% of the satellite's
mass. When total satellite mass is higher the ADCS is treated as 3% of the satellite's
mass. These are low but reliable values for larger satellites with EOL powers over 2 kW.
5.7 Thermal Control
Satellites are exposed to varying heat loads that may cause subsystems to
encounter operating problems. A satellite warms up from the direct solar flux, the
reflected flux and infrared radiation from the Earth, and the satellite's internal resistances
and inefficiencies as illustrated in figure 5-10 (Wertz et al. 1999).
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Figure 5-10
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Typically, satellites rely on conduction and convection to remove heat from
internal components, and then radiation to expel it to space. It is important to regulate the
satellite's temperature within a narrow range to allow proper operation of its components,
and to prevent deflection of its structure that may cause pointing problems. While small
satellites may not require thermal radiation subsystems, the ones being considered here
do. These satellites employ large flexible radiators filled with fluid that are unfolded and
steered to avoid sun impingement and manipulated to vary the degree of heat rejection.
Design of the thermal subsystem involves an understanding of all the heat
sources' outputs during operation and acceptable temperature ranges, a detailed thermal
expansion analysis of the structure, and an intricate study of the materials being used and
their different heat transport characteristics. Details are beyond the scope of this thesis
and the thermal subsystem is taken to be 4 % of the structure's dry weight and 2 % of the
total power.
5.8 Radiation Hardening
Satellites at altitudes from 1,000 to 20,000 km are exposed to the harsh radiation
environment of the Van Allen Belts. The belts are composed of electrons, protons, and
other ions with energies greater than 30 keV trapped within the magnetosphere. They are
distributed non-uniformly within a toroidal region around the Earth as shown for
electrons in figure 5-11 and protons in figure 5-12 (Wertz et al. 1999). The numbers on
the figures represent the loglo of the integral omni-directional flux in particles cm-I s1.
The x-axis is measured in Earth radii, which are equal to 6378 km each.
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Solar Particle Events are rapid increases in the flux of 1 MeV - 1 GeV energetic
particles, mainly protons, for periods of hours or days. They occur a few times a year,
degrading solar arrays and increasing background noise. Typical distributions of
energetic particle fluences and fluxs from SPE's are shown in table 5-2, and probabilities
of seeing a fluence level over a given lifetime is shown in figure 5-13 (Wertz et al. 1999).
These are useful in designing the satellite to withstand Solar Particle Events.
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Table 5-2 Figure 5-13
Galactic Cosmic Radiation is another source of concern for radiation hardening. It
can result in Single-Event Upset (SEU), which does not damage a component, Single-
Event Latch-up (SEL) that prevents the part from working until it is reset, and Single-
Event Burnout (SEB), which cause the device to fail permanently. Damage from galactic
cosmic rays may be predicted, but rarely prevented. This effort does not compare designs
on their susceptibility to this as it is generally treated as an acceptable risk.
The radiation exposure leads to satellite short circuits and degradation, especially
in regards to the power output of the solar panels. In order to protect the satellite
shielding is added. This takes the form of aluminum usually and increases the satellite's
dry mass. Sufficient shielding is added to each constellation's satellites to decrease the
experienced radiation dose rate to acceptable levels. Figures 5-14 & 5-15 illustrate how
the dose rate varies with altitude and shield thickness (Wertz et al. 1999).
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The various radiation fluxes vary greatly with the solar cycle and magnetic
storms. This makes estimating the radiation dose an inexact science. Conveniently,
Satellite Tool Kit (STK) has a package that estimates the radiation dosage received by
satellites dependent on their altitude, orbit, and time of exposure. Satellite Tool Kit
determines the radiation dosage at three degrees of shield thickness, 82.5 mils, 232.5
mils, and 457.5 mils. Radiation dosage is not a significant problem for LEO satellites,
therefore the radiation exposure to a satellite at 500 km with 82.5 mils shielding is treated
as the acceptable dosage. Aided by figures 5-14 & 5-15, appropriate aluminum shielding
is added to the surface of the spacecraft body cube to reduce the satellite radiation dosage
to acceptable levels. Appendix A presents the exact radiation doses as calculated by STK
for a ten year span.
5.9 Electric Power Subsystem (EPS)
The Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) provides and regulates the power used by
the spacecraft. The best way to size this system is to determine the peak and average
electrical requirements as well as the time the satellite is eclipsed by the Earth. Beginning
of life and end of life power requirements are also important to sizing the EPS, with the
end of life needs often sizing the number of solar arrays. The EPS is divided into four
sections to characterize the subsystem's properties: power distribution, power regulation
& control, energy storage, and power source.
5.9.1 Power Source
This is the means of producing the power required by the spacecraft for normal
operations. Options include: fuel cells, nuclear, solar thermal dynamic, and solar
photovoltaic. Fuel cells require expendable fuel to be carried and are not considered due
to the excessive weight of this method. Nuclear is also discounted because of the fear of
launch failures spreading radioactive waste into the atmosphere.
Solar thermal dynamic power generation is of particular interest for some
applications. This method involves using a Stirling, Rankine, or Brayton cycle to
generate electricity. While each cycle varies in its processes being isothermal, isotropic,
and isentropic they all rely on using a large reflector to focus the sun's radiation on a
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reactor window. Within this reactor a flue liquid/gas is heated up to a high temperature
and expanded through a turbine. The turbine is connected to a compressor or pump,
which cycles the fluid back to the reactor, and an electric generator that produces the
electrical power. A condenser is also employed to reject excess heat. Solar thermal
dynamic power generation is proven on Earth, but has yet to be flown on any spacecraft.
While this method is not likely to be better than solar cells for small power applications,
the improved hardness and specific power at large scale may justify using solar thermal
dynamic. This method is not as affected by the space environment as solar arrays are and
therefore the satellites can maintain constant power levels throughout their lifetime.
Specifically, very large applications with extended lifetimes may benefit from solar
thermal dynamic power generation.
For this study each satellite is assumed to use solar arrays, due to their proven
reliability and extensive data on their capabilities and limitations. Solar arrays made of
photovoltaic solar cells convert solar radiation directly to electrical energy. These have
been the standard in power generation for the majority of satellites, especially those
requiring less than 15 kW of power. There are a variety of solar cells to choose from each
with its own benefits and costs. Ones to be considered are: Silicon, Gallium Arsenide,
Indium Phosphate, and Multijunction GainP/GaAs. Table 5-3 summarizes the differences
between these cells, including typical production efficiencies and robustness to
degradation from the space environment.
Photovoltaic Cell Silicon Gallium Indium 
Multijunction
Arsenide Phosphate GainP/GaAs
Theoretical efficiency 20.8 % 23.5 % 22.8 % 25.8 %
Typical Production efficiency 14.8 % 18.5 % 18 % 22 %
% degradation per year 3.75 % 2.75 % Very small 0.5 %
Power/Area (W/m 2) 202 253 246 301
Solar Array Characteristics
Table 5-3
Production versions of these cells are not as efficient as theoretical methods
predict. This is a result of losses due to design and assembly, the temperature of the array,
and shadowing. Design and assembly losses are approximately 10 % and arise since the
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photovoltaic cells must be attached to each other and mounted to a supporting structure,
causing part of the area to not be electricity producing. Temperature of the arrays also
affects performance, with each degree above 28 *C resulting in a 0.5 % performance loss.
Typical temperatures of arrays vary from 67 'C in LEO to 53 'C in GEO. A linear fit is
used to estimate this loss due to temperature and is found to be:
L, = 0.005 40 -14 H
31000
Shadowing losses are taken to be negligible, as the arrays are designed to always
be perpendicular to the incident solar radiation. Total inherent degradation is:
Id = 0. 1-0.00 40 -14
Because of the high efficiency and their relative hardness to solar radiation the
Multijunction GainP/GaAs photovoltaic cells with an efficiency of 22% are used. MEO
and HEO satellites are exposed to significantly more degradation due to the Van Allen
radiation belts. MEO and HEO solar arrays have an additional layer of silicon to reduce
the radiation degradation at the expense of additional weight. The Multijunction
GainP/GaAs arrays have a degradation of 0.5 % per year. For a ten-year life, this leads to
a lifetime degradation of:
Ld = (1-0.005)'o = 0.95
Steps for sizing the solar array are now covered. First, an end-of-life power
requirement is determined. This is found from the communications payload sizing and
relevant satellite subsystem needs.
eol = payload propulsion ADCS TT&C thermal EPS
Arrays must produce enough power to allow charging of the batteries for use
during eclipse. Power needed is determined for the worst-case situation when the satellite
experiences the longest eclipse. Assuming that the power requirements stay the same
during eclipse the power the arrays must produce is:
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Te Td
eolTotal eol Td d
Xe and Xd values represent the efficiency of the direct energy transfer power
regulation and equal 0.65 and 0.85 respectively (Wertz et al. 1999). Eclipse and daylight
times are calculated as follows:
Period = 0.00016587H "minutes
6378
2Cos (Cos(Sin-' 6378
6378+ H
Te= Period~
360
Td = Period 
-T
Of interest here is that the HEO satellites only operate near apogee, which places
them in direct view of the Sun. Because they do not need to operate when eclipsed they
are not required to have batteries and the excess power requirement. Actual satellites may
need small batteries to maintain communications with controllers during eclipse, but this
is treated as negligible to this analysis.
Sizing the array is simple enough. Using the Sun's solar illumination intensity of
1,367 W/m2 and the array's actual efficiency at EOL, a power per area is determined. The
power required at EOL is then divided by the array's energy per area to yield the area of
required solar arrays:
Areaarray PeolTotal m2
1,3 6 7 LdId array
This area is useful in determining the orbital maintenance and attitude control efforts
required. Current solar arrays have power densities from 14 to 66 W/kg. The arrays used
have a value of 40 W/kg at Beginning of Life (BOL). This leads to the following estimate
of array mass:
maSS eolTotal kgaray 40LdId
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5.9.2 Energy Storage
Energy storage is achieved through the use of secondary batteries, which can be
discharged and recharged repeatedly. These batteries rely on converting chemical energy
to electrical during discharge and the reverse during recharge. An important characteristic
of a battery is how much it can be discharged for a given charge cycle life. LEO
Satellites' batteries have to experience more frequent charge-discharge cycles than the
batteries of GEO satellites. This results in the LEO satellite batteries having greater than
needed capacity to allow for a shallower depth of discharge and extend the batteries' life.
The two options for batteries are Nickel-Cadmium and Nickel-Hydrogen. Nickel
Hydrogen costs more, but offers much improved specific energy density and cycle life
than NiCads. Recently developed Cesium batteries may offer improved performance and
should be considered if available (Carter 2001).
Nickel-Hydrogen batteries are chosen for all satellites. These batteries have
Specific Energy Densities (SED) from 43 - 57 W*hr/kg, and the ones used are assumed
to have a SEDs of 50 W*hr/kg. The depth of discharge verses cycle life is shown in
figure 5-16 (Wertz et al. 1999).
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Figure 5-16
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At this point the number of cycles the satellites are expected to experience over
their ten-year lifetime and the total required battery capacity required are computed. The
number of cycles will equal the number of orbits per year that are eclipsed times the
lifetime. Worst-case scenarios are assumed for each satellite constellation, causing the
batteries to be sized for maximum eclipse. Once the number of cycles is known a look at
figure 5-17 determines the depth of discharge allowed. Battery capacity required is the
power required times the length of time in eclipse divided by the depth of discharge and
transmission efficiency of approximately 90%:
Cbattery - W-hr0.9DoD
The mass of the batteries is then:
massbattery 0 C""'r kg
50
5.9.3 Power distribution
This includes the cabling, circuits, and switching equipment to connect the
spacecraft loads to the power source. While a variety of means exist for distributing the
power the most effective involves using low current - high voltage electrical loads,
centralized integrated control, and resetable circuits to prevent excessive power from
burning out satellite components. Typically the power distribution accounts for 10-15 %
of the total EPS mass.
massdistribution 
- 0. 1mass,
5.9.4 Power Regulation & Control
Satellites utilize photovoltaic cells and so this component is optimized for
controlling the solar array, regulating bus voltages, and charging the battery. Two means
exist for regulating the power. The first, a Peak-Power Tracker (PPT) varies the power by
changing the voltage and current to ensure only what is needed is produced. PPT systems
exist in series with the power source though, and typically draw 4-7 % of the energy for
their operation. A better method is Direct-Energy-Transfer (DET) which uses shunt
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resistors to dissipate excess energy and avoid internal power dissipation. DET systems
are extremely efficient; use fewer parts, have lower mass and perform more uniformly
over extended lifetimes than comparable PPT systems. An estimate for the DET system
weight is 0.02 kg/W of controlled power.
massregulation = 0 0 2 * PTotl kg
The EPS is taken to draw 10% of the total spacecraft's EOL power needs.
5.10 Propulsion
A variety of propulsive methods exist for the satellite. Some options worth
considering are described with a brief discussion of their advantages (Sutton 1992,
Sanchez et al. 1998):
Chemical
* Solid Motor - This method obtains energy from a solid chemical's
decomposition. There are no feed systems or valves making the solid
motor relatively simple, but once they are started they run till all the fuel is
spent. Solid motors are simple, reliable, and relatively inexpensive, though
their performance is not adjustable and may provide too much thrust.
Specific impulse is around 290 seconds.
e Liquid Monopropellant - Two liquid propellants, typically an oxidizer
and a fuel, are fed under pressure from tanks and combined in a
combustion chamber. In the combustion chamber the compounds react to
release energy and form hot gases, which in turn are accelerated and
ejected at high velocity through a supersonic nozzle to impart momentum
to the system. Such a system requires several precision valves, a complex
feed mechanism of turbines and pumps, and a relatively intricate
combustion chamber. Specific impulse approaches 400 seconds.
* Liquid Bipropellant - Relies on the decomposition of one compound
such as hydrazine. This method is simpler than Bipropellant, but lacks on
performance achieving specific impulses up to 225 seconds.
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e Hybrid - A combination of solid and liquid methods, hybrid motors
typically use a solid fuel and a liquid oxidizer. Hybrid motors are simpler
than bipropellant equivalents and may be restarted, but offer lower
performance with specific impulses around 250 seconds.
Electrothermal
e Resistojet - Resistojets operate by passing a gaseous propellant through
an electric heater to raise the gases temperature. This results in a decreased
mass flow rate and increased velocity, which increases the specific
impulse up to 40% to 350 seconds when using a monopropellant such as
hydrazine as the fuel. The temperature is typically limited to 2000 K due
to constraints on the motor materials used. Resistojets are easily integrated
with satellites, and operation may still continue at reduced performance in
the event of a heater failure.
" Arcjet - Arcjets bypass the temperature restrictions of resistojets by
depositing energy internally to the exiting mass flow through an electric
arc. This arc heats the core of the exiting flow to 10,000-20,000 K, while
keeping the layer near the motors surface below 2,000 K to avoid failure.
The Power Processing Unit (PPU) for an arcjet is significantly complex,
but a specific impulse around 600 seconds makes them more mass
efficient than other means.
Electrostatic
* Ion Engine - A fuel, such as Xenon, is ionized in a magnetically confined
ionization chamber by a direct current or radio frequency discharge. Next
to this chamber is a set of grids spaced -1 mm apart where the ion
accelerating voltage is applied. Ions that wander into this region are
accelerated and the imparted momentum force is transmitted to the
structure through the acceleration grid. Specific impulses around 2500
seconds are achievable with ion engines. Disadvantages include a very
complex PPU and a degree of ion backflow.
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e Hall Effect- A gas, typically Xenon, is injected into an annular space and
is ionized by counter flowing electrons. After ionization an electric field
accelerates the ions to nearly 16,000 m/s to yield a specific impulse of
1,600 seconds. Hall thrusters differ from ion engines in that the ionization
and acceleration occurs in the same region. Disadvantages of Hall
thrusters are that they have wide plum dispersion angles, and their PPUs
are relatively complex.
Table 5-4 reviews the propulsion schemes discussed and lists the relevant
performance metrics for each consideration.
Thruster Solid Liquid Liquid Hybrid Resisto- Arcjets Ion HallMotor B1 Mono Hb jets Engines Effect
Thrust 106 106 ~1 105 ~10-1 ~1 ~10-1 ~10 1
(N)10 11 10 11 100
Specific 280- 350- 150- 500- 2,000- 1,000-Impulse 300 450 225 255 350 1,000 4,000 2,000
(s)
Electric NA NA NA NA 80% 40% 65% 50%
Efficiency
Electric 300- 200- 300-Power NA NA NA NA 500 30,000 4,000 6,000
(W)
Feasibility Bad Ok Good Ok Good Good Good Good
Summary of Propulsion Options
Table 5-4
5.10.1 Method of Propulsion
The method of propulsion selected for the satellites is the ion form of electrostatic
propulsion. This offers high efficiency and Isp, and uses the excess power from the solar
arrays. Several trade offs are being made though. While the cost of the launch vehicle is
less from the weight savings of using electrostatic instead of chemical propulsion, it
means there is a much longer time to go from initial parking orbit in LEO to operational
orbit somewhere higher up. GEO satellites take on the order of months to reach
operational altitude. During the transit they are exposed to intense radiation they are not
designed to sustain, therefore the GEO satellites use a chemical bipropellant kicker stage
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to reach operational altitude. MEO and HEO satellites are designed to go through the
radiation belts and use electric propulsion to reach operational orbit.
All satellites use electric propulsion to maintain orbit and perform station keeping
maneuvers, including end of life disposal. This is expected to negatively impact the
higher altitude orbits, since they will be required to use heavier chemical rockets to
reduce their exposure to radiation. Potential lost revenue during the orbit transfer is
ignored. A more detailed study should access this tradeoff by completing a cost of lost
revenue to cost of additional weight for chemical propulsion analysis to clarify whether it
is more profitable to be in orbit sooner.
Ion engines require a large amount of power to operate. The satellite's total
required power is not increased though because: 1) during the initial orbit transfer the
satellites are not operating and have full use of the solar cells output, 2) once on station
the satellites will not be 100% utilized all the time, 3) the satellite's batteries and arrays
are sized for every eclipse being of maximum duration leaving excess battery and array
power, and 4) orbital maintenance requirements do not put a significant continuous drain
on the satellite's power resources as they mostly occur early in the satellite's life when it
still has excess capacity to meet EOL requirements.
Ion engine mass is related to the satellite power they utilize. The ion engine is
taken to weigh five kg per kW of satellite total EOL power, and have an Isp of 3000
seconds.
Massionengne BOLtotal 1000 k
5.10.2 Change in Velocity Required
Once a propulsive method is established the quantity of fuel needed is calculated
from the expected orbital maneuvers.
Orbit Insertion - All Non-GEO satellites are initially placed in a circular orbit at
the desired inclination with an altitude of 300 km. GEO satellites are placed in a
Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) with perigee at 300 km and apogee at 35,786 km.
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GEO satellites are assumed to have an apogee kick motor with an Isp of 300
seconds, and propellant mass fraction of 85 percent. The remaining 15 percent is the
motor and attachment adaptor for the satellite. The change in velocity required to
circularize the GTO is 1,467 m/s. Applying the rocket equation, the fuel required is:
-AV
Mspacecrafi (1 - e Ispg 0.86M
maSSapogeemotor - -AV spacecraft
e """ -0.015
Change in velocity is determined for all other satellites which use the electrostatic
ion propulsion with Isp = 3000. To do so the satellite velocity in the initial orbit must be
determined:
D300kmei,,ul,, - GMearth =7726m/s
R 300km
Final circular orbit velocity is subtracted from this to yield the total change in velocity
required to get to orbit:
AVnse,ion =7726- V3.986 x10 (6378 + H)m / s
The HEO orbit is taken to be a circular orbit at its perigee altitude. An additional velocity
increment is added to make the orbit elliptical with the desired apogee. This is a
simplification over how a low thrust orbit ellipticalization occurs, but captures the
magnitude of the process. This velocity change for a HEO is as follows:
AV,, 7 7 2 6 - 2 3.986 x10 + 3.986x10" 2Rapgee m/ssertion (6378 + Rerige)R(R + R
perigee )( apogee perigee)
Orbit Maintenance - Orbital drag on a satellite is equal to X pV2 CdA, and is
only a concern for satellites orbiting at altitudes below 1000 km. Density is obtained from
tables of the LEO environment, velocity is determined from the satellite's orbit, Cd is
taken to be two, and the cross-sectional area results from the satellite mold specified in
the beginning. The total change in velocity is calculated by integrating the drag divided
by satellite mass over the satellite's lifetime. This is the preferred method for determining
the change in velocity due to orbital drag because it considered that different satellites
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have different ballistic coefficients. Problems arose in implementing it because the upper
atmosphere is very dynamic and changes with the solar cycle.
The solution to this is to assume all the satellites have a ballistic coefficient of
100kg/m2 and use figure 5-17 to determine the change in velocity requirements (Wertz et
al. 1999). Because the upper atmosphere is dynamic the total change in velocity needed is
summed from two years at solar maximum, three at a high solar value, three at average,
one at a low value, and one year at solar minimum.
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Figure 5-17
The ballistic coefficient is mass/(Cd*Area) and is related to the change in velocity
requirements for orbit maintenance due to atmospheric drag. A larger ballistic coefficient
signals increased resistance to orbital decay from drag. Upon examination the satellites
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affected by orbital drag are found to have ballistic coefficients close to 100kg/m2
validating the constant ballistic coefficient treatment.
AVmaintenance = 2max + 3high + 3avg + low + min
North/South Station Keeping - This is only a concern for GEO satellites and
averages 46 m/s per year.
AVnohth =46ms
East/West Station Keeping - This velocity is only considered for GEO satellites.
It arises from a transverse acceleration from resonance with a non-spherical Earth. There
are two stable longitudes at 75 and 255 degrees. The value of this change in velocity is
dependent on the GEO satellite's longitude, ld, and is equal to:
AVa,,_w,,, =1.715Sin(21l -l,|)m S
Rephasing, Rendezvous, Node or Plane Changes - These repositioning orbital
maneuvers are not vital to the satellites being considered as they do not have to actively
change their orbits for targets of opportunity and the like. Repositioning is useful to
reduce the impact of failed satellites on satellite service. Operating satellites are designed
to alter their orbits to better compensate for lost satellites. Another use that possibly is
worth considering is rephasing to allow longer contact periods for the satellites with
concentrated users or slightly elliptical orbits. Yearly change in velocity budget given to
satellites for rephrasing is five m/s
AV,,positioning =5m/s
End of Life Disposal - At the end of the satellite's lifetime it must be disposed of
to prevent interference or collisions with future spacecraft. LEO and MEO satellites are
de-orbited and require velocity increments equal to:
AVd,,,, 39= 6 /(12756378 + H + 6378) /s
A velocity increment equal to 106 m/s is assigned for the GEO satellites to raise them
3000 km above their orbits. HEO satellites receive a velocity increment to reduce their
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perigee to an altitude of zero. This calculation involves replacing the "1" above in the
circular deorbit velocity increment with the square root of twice the orbit's perigee radius
divided by the sum of perigee and apogee radii.
AVdeori 3.986x 10"; 2(R, + 63/. VI12756/orb,,i, -( 3  10 (  637 2756 + H + R 127 6378 + H + 6378)m/s
The total change in velocity is the sum of these:
AVTotaI = AVinsetion+ AVmaintenance+ AVnorthsouth + AVeast-west + AVrepositioning + AVdeorbt
5.10.3 Propellant Mass
The required propellant fraction is found from:
massfel M spacecraft (1 - e 'spg ) = M spacecraft (1 - e 29400 )
And for satellites under 1000 km altitude:
AVota
massue = M spacecraft (1 - e 2940 )
This fuel needs to be held in a fuel tank that must be attached to the satellite. The
mass of the fuel tank and fittings are taken to be 10% of the total mass of fuel. This is the
state-of-the-art for lightweight composite over-wrapped tanks with large amounts of
propellant.
5.11 Communications Architecture
All the satellite constellations are interconnected via satellite crosslinks. This
allows more of the data path to be in space and not on the ground where it has to relay on
a potentially congested terrestrial infrastructure. Crosslinks improve the availability of a
satellite network and support the goals of advancing the global information infrastructure
(GIl) and national information infrastructure (NII). GIl and NIl are efforts to improve the
performance and increase the capacity of the world and our nation's information
highways to translate information technology into tangible and lasting benefits (NIST
2001). Crosslinks effectively produce an internet in the sky and complement terrestrial
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networks. Figure 5-18 a/b shows examples of how a satellite network utilizes crosslinks
to relay information.
Use of Crosslinks in Satellite Network
Figure 5-18 a/b
Communications architecture defines how the satellites transmit their information
to the ground. All constellations use crosslinks for the additional advantages they
provide: 1) allow satellites to operate without being in a gateways line-of-sight, 2) make
the system more independent of foreign rules regarding gateway's since they are not
required, and 3) reduce signal latency by improving the data pathway geometry. The
architecture is designed to allow every user to connect to a gateway through the satellite
constellation. Figure 5-19 illustrates the structure of how various users gain access to
existing networks (Mobilecomms 2001).
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Figure 5-19
Satellites are switching devices that transfer relevant data to the internet through
gateways, or directly to other users through the satellite network. The three applications
outlined above are the corporate LAN/WAN network, the standard media connection,
and the linkage to the publicly switched telephone network. Onboard processing occurs
on all the satellites to increase the network's robustness.
5.12 Ground Station Gateways
Gateways link the satellites to the terrestrial internet via the fiber optic
infrastructure. These facilities must have the proper Earth terminals, antennas, and
electronics to communicate with the satellites in the Ka-band. Gateway facilities are
assumed to have ten contracted staff and an acceptable amount of square footage to
support standard operations. Leasing fees for these facilities are not considered.
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An important variable with regard to ground stations is how many there must be
to support each constellation. Inclusion of crosslinks in the constellation designs allows
there to be fewer gateways than satellites, since satellites not in direct view of a gateway
are connected through another satellite. Gateways are located in subscription dense
regions where the satellite capacity utilization is high. When satellites are not in view of a
gateway they are in regions of low usage where the crosslinks are capable of carrying all
the data to another satellite.
Relations shown in table 5-6 are used to determine the number of gateways and
ground antennas based on number of satellites. They are designed to ensure there are
enough gateways to prevent crosslinks from being over saturated, while also preventing
the total number of stations from being exceedingly large.
Number of Satellites Number of Ground Stations Number of Ka-band antennas
N=1-12 N 1
N=13-80 12+(N-12)/2 2
N=81-160 46+(N-80)/20 N/(46+(N-80)/20) rounded up
N=161-oo 50 N/50 rounded up
Number of Gateways
Table 5-5
The number of antennas at each gateway is picked so all the satellites are able to
communicate with the ground stations and are not always dependant on crosslinks. The
gateways are well distributed over the globe in subscription dense regions.
5.13 Closing Remarks
This chapter has characterized the scalable generic satellite to be used in all
constellation comparisons. The satellite is designed with the best features currently
available for broadband service, and is sized by the constellation parameters operational
altitude and number of satellites. While some of the relations used are approximate it is
believed they capture the nature of the qualitative tradeoffs taking place, and are useful
for broadband network design.
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6 Cost Estimation of Network
6.0 Cost Estimation Introduction
This chapter describes how the satellite network cost is estimated and reviews the
assumptions made in the process. Cost is divided into several sections: research &
development, satellite construction, launch, insurance, ground station construction, user
terminals, and other costs including maintenance, management, and licensing fees.
TotalCost =D R&D+ D Saeies+ D Lunch + DIsrance+ DGround+ DUser+ DMiscellaneous
Most of the estimation is dependent on Cost Estimating Relations (CERs). These
relations are derived from historical expense data from predominantly military satellite
programs using statistical frameworks and error models to improve their accuracy.
Several databases of CERs exist. The ones that are utilized in this analysis come from the
Unmanned Space Vehicle Cost Model Seventh edition (USCM), which includes data
from nineteen military, four NASA, and two commercial programs (Nguyen et al. 1994).
They provide an objective, independent, and consistent cost estimate for each satellite
system, assuming all the compared networks use equivalent technology. The CER's
applicable range is 25% above its specified input range. Frequently the derived satellite
parameter is out of the CER's applicable range. The CERs are still used to estimate the
networks cost because: 1) they provide resolution concerning the cost of satellite
subsystems, 2) the inaccuracies from inputting parameters outside their valid range
should be consistent for each constellation consideration, and 3) they are the best
information now available
While the FCC proposals cite expected costs to develop their systems, these are
not used because the proposed networks vary widely in number of addressed users and
specifics on service provided.
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6.1 Inflation
It is important to consider the inflationary effects on the costs incurred. To do so
all expenses and revenue are computed as Fiscal Year 2000 dollars (FYOO$) using the
scaling factors in table 6-1 when necessary. FYOO$ are calculated by dividing the expense
or revenue by the inflation factor from the respective year.
Fiscal Year Inflation Factor to Base Year 2000
2002 1.0342
2003 1.0518
2004 1.0697
2005 1.0879
2006 1.1064
2007 1.1252
2008 1.1443
2009 1.1638
2010 1.1836
2011 1.2037
2012 1.2241
2013 1.2450
2014 1.2661
Inflation Rates to Year 2000
Table 6-1
6.2 Internal Rate of Return
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is a measure of profitability that takes into account
the time value of money (Hull 2000). Due to the high risk involved with satellite systems
a high IRR of 30% is demanded. The concept of present value is discussed to clarify
internal rate of return. Present Value (PV) is the concept that a dollar today is worth more
than a dollar tomorrow because something profitable could be done with it. The rate at
which the value decreases is the discount rate, d, the time it decreases is n, and the
amount of money is z. The equation for present value is:
PV z(1 + d)"
A dollar invested today at an annual discount rate of 50% would be worth 67 cents in a
year, while 67 cents invested at a 50% interest rate would be worth one dollar.
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Net Present Value (NPV) is the total value of a series of positive or negative cash
flows discounted to its equivalent present value. In the satellite case the cash flow is the
yearly cost to build and manage the constellation and the subsequent revenue it generates.
The net present value is equal to:
n --
NPV= [Zi]
zi is the cash flow in year i from one to n years, and d is the discount rate. To determine
the required subscription per month price the net present value of the revenue and costs
must be set equal to each other.
n -- n --
i= 1 _(1+dy I = l(1+dy]
The number of subscriptions is found from the market model, and assuming a constant
subscription rate in real terms, the revenue is the number of subscriptions times the
subscription rate.
R = $ subscription (Nubsc,,,t,,, )
Setting revenue equal to cost and rearranging the NPV equation yields the relation used
to determine the required monthly subscription rate for a internal rate of return rate d.
n -
I Di
$ subscription n
Z (subscrition )i
i =1 (1+d j
6.3 Schedule
Varying size of constellations affects the amount of time needed from production
initiation to revenue service. For the purpose of this study it is assumed that all
constellations follow the same schedule. This allows a more focused comparison of the
actual constellation's effectiveness. In all cases the schedule in table 6-2 is used to
determine the year expenses occur and revenue is received. The expenses are divided
evenly among the years they transpire.
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Action Year of Occurrence
Research and Development of Technology 2003 - 2004
Build Satellites and Spares 2004 - 2005
Build Gateways/Ground Segment 2004 - 2005
Launch Satellites and Insurance 2005
Build User Terminals 2005 - 2008
Operate Network 2006 -2015
Constellation Operations Schedule
Table 6-2
This schedule is used to determine the cost and revenue of the network in constant
year dollars.
6.4 Research & Development
There are a series of cost estimating relations to estimate the research and
development expense. Delivering broadband service through satellites is already a reality.
While the communications payload is more advanced, the majority of the satellite is
existing technology. The scalable generic satellite is considered to only require moderate
modifications to existing designs, as opposed to purely new design. This means the
multiplicative factor for the R&D costs or heritage factor is 0.4.
Relevant R&D CERs are dependent on the satellite subsystem's mass. Table 6-3
lists the relations that are used (Nguyen et al. 1994).
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Cost Component Parameter x Input Data Range CER (FYOO$K)
Communications Subsystem weight (kg) 65-395 353.3x
Payload
Structure Subsystem weight (kg) 54-392 157x0 13
Thermal Control Subsystem weight (kg) 3-48 394x0 63 5
EPS Subsystem weight (kg) 31-491 62.7x
TT&C Subsystem weight (kg) 12-65 545x.
ADACS Subsystem weight (kg) 20-160 464x 8 67
Propulsion Subsystem weight (kg) 25-170 153x
Apogee Kick Weight (kg) 81-966 17.8x0 7 1
Motor
Integration, Bus & Payload total cost 2,703-395,529 989 + 0.215x
Assembly & Test (FY0O$K)
Program Level Bus & Payload total cost 4,607-523,757 1.963x0
(FYOO$K)
Ground Support Bus & Payload total cost 24,465-581,637 9.262x
0
.
64 2
Equipment (FY0O$K)
Spacecraft Bus Weight (kg) 235-1,153 1Ix
Research & Development Cost Estimating Relations
Table 6-3
The R&D costs can include the first satellite unit. In a prototype approach this unit is
used as a test article. Alternatively it can be considered a protoflight in which the first
unit is refurbished and launched. Protoflights should add 30% to the RDT&E costs. This
effort considers a prototype approach because the R&D expenses are not very significant
due to the use of existing technology.
6.5 Satellite Construction
Using the masses of the various satellite subsystems, a total satellite production
cost is estimated using the USCM CERs. This provides an estimate of the Theoretical
First Unit (TFU). The relationships used are listed in table 6-4.
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Cost Component Parameter Input Data Range TFU CER (FYOO$K)
Communications Subsystem weight (kg) 65-395 140x
Payload
Structure Subsystem weight (kg) 54-560 13.1x
Thermal Control Subsystem weight (kg) 3-87 50.6x0 707
EPS Subsystem weight (kg) 31-573 112x0 763
TT&C Subsystem weight (kg) 13-79 635xu 568
ADACS Subsystem weight (kg) 20-192 293x. 777
Propulsion Subsystem weight (kg) 9-167 150+186x0 73
Apogee Kick Weight (kg) 81-966 4.97x.
Motor
Integration, Spacecraft dry weight 155-1,390 10.4x
Assembly & Test (kg)
Program Level Bus & Payload total 15,929-1,148,084 1.963x0 8 4'
recurring cost
(FYOO$K)
Launch & Orbital Spacecraft dry weight 348-1,537 4.9x
Operations (kg)
Support
Spacecraft Bus Weight (kg) 154-1,389 43x
Satellite Construction Cost Estimating Relations
Table 6-4
Additional satellite costs are found after employing a learning curve to account
for mass production discounts on latter satellites. When the total number of satellites is
below ten a 95 % learning curve is used, while ten to eighty satellites receive 90 % and
more than eighty satellite production has a learning curve of 85 %. The production costs
are equal to:
Production Cost = TFU*NB where B = 1-ln(100/learning curve)/ln2
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6.6 Launch Vehicles
While there are a wide variety of launch vehicles to choose from, six are selected
for possible use. These six vehicles represent a spectrum of lift capability and are
recognized as being affordable, dependable, and available for use. The Delta IV launch
vehicle has not been flight tested yet, but is assumed to be in service by the time any
constellation could be deployed. Table 6-5 describes the relevant features that resulted in
them being considered (Isakowitz et al. 1999).
Lnch Vehicle Tsikkn 3 SoyuzU Zenit 3SL 110ton M DAta IV H Aian 5
Paylcad to 300 km 4100 7800 17000 20000 25800 18000
Gst 25000 40000 90000 106000 170000 150000
$kg 6.10 5.13 5.29 5.30 6.59 8.33
Paylad to GIO NA 1450 5000 5500 12400 6800
$kg NA 27.59 18.00 19.27 13.71 22.06
Reliability % 95 97 100 89 NA 90
Availability #year 15 30 9 15 13 9
Launch Vehicle Specifications
Table 6-5
A majority of the launch vehicles are Russian because of their availability, reliability, and
relatively inexpensive costs. The vehicles are further described now.
e Tsiklon 3 - Based on a former Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) the
three-stage launch vehicle is built in the Ukraine with Russian participation.
Tsiklon 3 has a restartable third stage that allows improved performance to
circular orbits. The rocket has launched 110 mostly military payloads, but a recent
partnership with Fiat has started to market the vehicle for other commercial use.
* Soyuz U - Responsible for over 1500 successful launches the Soyuz family has
delivered 40% of the payloads ever orbited. Soyuz U is the most popular current
version and has successfully launched 644 times. Flights rates up to 60 were
achieved throughout the 1980's, but current facilities can only support 30.
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Starsem, a joint venture with Arianespace and Aerospatiale of France, markets
Soyuz and improved upper stages are expected to continue to keep it in service.
e Zenit 3SL - This vehicle is a new three-stage version of the Zenit 2 marketed by
the Sea Launch Company. The rocket is built in Ukraine and Russia, and
launched from a converted oil platform at the equator in the Pacific Ocean. There
have been six launches, one of which failed for non launch vehicle related
reasons.
* Proton - First launched in 1967 the three or four-stage Proton has orbited most of
the MIR space station and successfully launched 229 times. Currently the rocket
is being enhanced with upgraded avionics, lighter structures, and uprated first-
stage engines. Launches are marketed internationally through International
Launch Services, and are limited by U.S. government quota.
* Delta IV H - Under development currently with expected first launch in 2003 the
Delta IV Heavy is designed to deliver spacecraft directly to geostationary orbit.
The rocket is built by Boeing and uses a common Delta IV core.
" Ariane 5 - Ariane is produced by Arianespace and is the largest booster in
commercial service. Its first launch in 1996 was a failure, but nine successful
launches since 1999 have validated it as a reliable vehicle. Three upgrades in the
next five years are expected to improve the launchers GTO capacity to 11,000 kg
Constellations are not limited to one launch vehicle and use the most cost
effective combination of the six specified vehicles to orbit their satellites. Multi-satellite
launches are used whenever possible to reduce costs, but are subject to payload fairing
size restrictions and reduced launch capacity due to additional support structure. The
maximum number of satellites allowed in a multi-satellite launch is the number of
satellites sharing a single orbital plane. This avoids the complications inherent with low
thrust plane changes. Figure 6-1 illustrates the six launch vehicles being considered.
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6.7 Insurance
There are numerous types of coverage available to reduce the risks associated with
building and operating a constellation. The most significant ones are listed.
e Pre-launch covers against risks from damage due to shipment, integration, and
movement to the launch pad of the launcher and satellite.
* Government equipment covers against damage to government property during
the launch. This amount is capped at $100 million worth of coverage currently,
and may be less, depending on the launch vehicle.
e Third-party liability is required to protect against injury to others during reentry
of launch vehicle and satellite. This is considered a small risk, but is required
before one is issued a license to launch.
* Launch failure is the most expensive component of insurance. This use to be
relatively affordable at around 5-10% of the satellite's value, due to a minimal
understanding by the brokers of launch risks. Soon after the Challenger accident
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Tsiklon 3
and more recent series of expendable launch vehicle failures, the premiums
increased to 25-30% of the satellite's value. Currently these rates have settled
back to about 20% of the satellite's value.
" Reflight is generally supplied by the launch vehicle manufacturer and is a
guarantee to provide another launch vehicle or refund the original ones price if a
failure occurs.
" Loss to others on the flight applies to shared launch vehicles in case one payload
interferes with another. This is not considered, since every vehicle is dedicated to
the designed constellation.
* On-orbit performance insures satellites if they fail before their planned lifetime.
Instead of paying large amounts for launch failure and on-orbit performance insurance
the company should consider including the building of extra satellites and paying for
additional launch vehicles in its cost predictions. The improved reliability of launch
vehicles and satellites make this a less expensive alternative to steep insurance rates.
For this analysis launch and government insurance is purchased though. The cost
for launch insurance is 20% of the satellite and launch vehicle cost, and government
equipment and third party liability are treated as 10% of the launch vehicle cost (Wertz et
al. 1999).
6.8 Ground Stations
Typically ground stations do not amount to a very significant share of the total
network expense. A detailed assessment of this expense should include details on each
station's specific size, location, and the contracts they hold with existing terrestrial
services, i.e. the fiber optic network. Ground station costs are determined from estimates
given in the book SMAD, and consultation with a civil engineer (Wertz et al. 1999, Otto
2001).
For this analysis each Ka-band antenna is billed as $750 thousand and every
facility costs $5 million. Annual upkeep involves utilities and maintenance, which are
treated as 10 % of the construction costs, and ten employees working at each station
costing $160 thousand each. Figure 6-2 shows a typical ground station gateway.
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Ground Station Gateway
Figure 6-2
6.9 User Terminals
The number of user terminals varies with the expected number of subscriptions.
Costs for them are considered the year before the user takes delivery. User terminals are
given to the subscribers with an agreement to use the service for ten years or pay a
contract-breaking fee equivalent to the antenna cost if they terminate service early. This
allows the cost of the user terminal to be incorporated in the monthly subscription fee and
spread out over the system lifetime. This reduces the discrepancies in market share
between different designs due to initial acquisition cost of the user terminal, while still
accounting for the advantages of constellations with simpler antenna designs.
Phased array antennas are expected to be very costly, though they are becoming
less expensive, as several companies are producing them (Draim 2001). For the sake of
this work it is assumed the user terminals are mass-produced for $1,000. Simpler
antennas consisting of a non-tracking dish cost $200.
A difficulty arises when trying to estimate the cost for users of data rates higher
than the standard one-megabyte connection. The market model treats these customers as
requiring more than one subscription and so does the user terminal. This means that an
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aircraft application requiring ten Mbps has a phased array antenna costing $10,000 etc.
Cost for the user terminal includes all equipment a subscriber requires to connect to the
satellite network, including any needed maintenance. The only item not included is
electricity. For non-GEO constellations the total user terminal cost is:
CostUserTerminal =1,00ONsubscbers
For GEO constellations the total user terminal cost is:
Cost UserTer ,,na = 2 0 0 rerrestrial Nsubscribers + 1000(1 - t errestrial )N
rterrestial is the fraction of total subscribers that are fixed terrestrial and do not require the
phased array antenna. This value is 0.3 as determined from the market model.
Details of the antennas uplink are not considered, as it is not integral for this
thesis. Obviously the terminals will abide by all rules and regulations regarding broadcast
power and technology restrictions/issues.
6.10 Miscellaneous
There are a variety of fees that are involved with all the satellite networks. Items
like marketing, management, license fees for the Ka-band spectrum, and leasing
bandwidth on exiting internet infrastructure must be paid. This expense is neglected
because it is not considered significant relative to the other costs. Nonetheless it should
be considered in future efforts to better estimate the total cost.
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7 Constellation Analysis
7.0 Constellation Analysis Introduction
This chapter presents the results from the main analysis effort of the thesis. Now
that the scalable generic satellite is characterized and the estimated cost relations are
recognized, different constellations are compared on the basis of their affordability. First
the constellations for comparison are created to begin to populate the design space of
potential broadband networks. Secondly the analysis is presented in the spreadsheet
format used to solve the derived relations to generate the satellite specifics. Lastly the
results are displayed graphically with brief interpretations.
7.1 Constellation Generation
A total of sixteen constellation configurations are generated for comparison. This
population is composed of five LEO, five MEO, three HEO, and three GEO designs. Ten
of the designs are representative of proposed systems, while the remaining six are created
from personal insights into effective arrangements. When generating constellations the
only requirement is that they provide continuous service to a coverage area with a
reasonable market.
As stated in the market model chapter, a sound coverage area includes enough
potential subscribers to support the broadband network. Examples are global or selected
coverage of the northern hemisphere, but not coverage of only the poles or parts of the
southern latitudes. All of the constellations considered provide near global coverage
except for the HEO designs. HEO constructions provide continuous coverage to
populated rich areas of the northern hemisphere making a comparison with global
coverage systems acceptable. Satellite Tool Kit, a software program that analyzes
satellite orbits, is used to verify all the designs provide continuous coverage. Table 7-1
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outlines the major features of the constellation configurations considered and identifies
what proposed system they resemble if applicable.
Design Basis Number of Satellites Operational Altitude/Perigee Altitude (kin)
LEO-288-Tele Teledisic 288 1000
LEO-66-Irid Iridium 66 785
LEO-70-Net HughesNet 70 1490
LEO-48-Sky Skybridge 48 1468
LEO-40 generated 40 3000
MIEO-36 generated 36 6000
MEO-22-Link HughesLink 22 15000
MIEO-20-Boe Boeing 20 20182
MEO-15 generated 15 25000
MIEO-7-Orb Orblink 7 14000
HEO-6-Tear Teardrop 6 26967/798
HEO-5-Virgo Virgo 5 27288/517
GEO-3 generated 3 35862
GEO-6 generated 6 35862
GEO-12 generated 12 35862
HEO-9-Pent Pentriad 9 41449/5784
Constellation Variant Attributes
Table 7-1
The generated constellations are intended to fill the gaps in design space between
the representative configurations. Three GEO designs are examined due to the three-
satellite design being too large for existing launch vehicles.
7.2 Data
The series of spreadsheet tables that follow are the result of sizing the scalable
generic satellite to meet the service requirements in each of the sixteen constellation
configurations. The number of satellites and their maximum operational altitude are input
in the beginning. Then the sizes of each of the satellite's subsystems are determined.
Network cost estimation follows with the number of assumed subscriptions to evaluate
how much the monthly subscription fee must be in order to achieve a 30% internal rate of
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return on investment. Table 7-2 contains values determined in the prior chapters that are
integral to the spreadsheets' function.
Mobile fraction 0.3
Antenna Area 2.7E-07 km2
Eb/NO 7 dB Antenna efficiency 0.8
5.0118723 Line Loss 0.9
Bandwidth Up 500 MHz Path Loss 0.0575
TWTA efficiency 0.6
Shield Avg. density 2800 kg/m3
Mobile Terminal Cost 1 FYOO$K Sat. Avg. density 150 kg/m 3
Fixed Terminal Cost 0.2 FYOO$K
Results from Characterization
Table 7-2
The data is shown over the next six pages in tables 7-3abcdef. LEO constellations are
presented first, followed by the MIEO ones, and then the HEO and GEO designs.
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Based On
ContAlation
km
degree
Number of users
Total Mass Dry Satellite
Total Mass Wet Satellite
Total Power Satellite
kg
kg
W
NetWorkMass
Teledisic
LEO-288-TeleL
288
12
1000
55
0.25
1388.889
310.0832
318.6519
1040.961
2
Iridium
LEO-66-Irid
66
11
785
85
0.25
6060.606
653.8376
671.6133
3711.221
3 4 5 6
HughesNet SkyBridge
7
HughesLink
8 9
Boeing
LEO-70-NetLEO-48-Sky LEO-40 MEO-36 MEO-22-Link MEO-20-Boe MEO-15 M
70
10
1490
54.5
0.25
5714.286
688.0222
715.0924
3865.93
48
8
1468
55
0.25
8333.333
929.5066
965.5866
5467.818
40
8
3000
45
0.35
7142.857
1189.043
1272.561
7106.865
36
6
6000
55
0.45
6172.84
1161.727
1289.461
6621.627
91771.75 44326.48 50056.46 46348.16 50902.43 46420.59
22
3
15000
45
0.5
9090.909
2097.388
2448.165
10881.23
20
4
20182
57
0.5
10000
2361.854
2795.224
12006.82
15
3
25000
50
0.5
13333.33
2984.046
3562.947
15889.32
53859.63 55904.48 53444.21
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
OrbLink TearDrop Virgo Pentriad
EO-7-Orb HEO-6-Tear HEO-5-Virgo GEO-3 GEO-6 GEO-12 HEO-9-Pent
7
1
14000
0
0.5
28571.43
5631.578
6550.782
33863.94
6
3
26967
63.4
0.75
22222.22
5356.881
5828.579
30362.52
45855.48 34971.47
5
1
27288
63.4
0.8
25000
5974.399
6502.001
34792.5
3
1
35862
0
1
33333.33
12651.56
23802.03
72460.5
6
1
35862
0
1
16666.67
6526.557
12278.75
36277.04
12
1
35862
0
1
8333.333
3937.011
7406.899
18185.3
32510 71406.1 73672.47 88882.79
9
3
41449
63.4
0.67
16583.75
8131.303
9110.307
45553.82
81992.76
Communication Payload
NurMeN Sot iigqiggn
Minimum Number of Spot Beams
must be > above
Farthest Distance
Angle a
Area Satellite
Area Spot Beam
Beam Width
Transmitter Gain
User Radiated Power
Gateway Radiated Power
Total Radiated Power
Number of Transmitters
RF output each
Mass each
DC input
Total Mass Transmitters
Mass Trans-Antenna
Mass Receive-Antenna
Total Power Payload
Total Mass Payload
600
25
55.55556
57.14286
600
107
56.64118
57.14286
600
101
56.57709
57.14286
600
146
57.07763
57.14286
600
126
56.68934
57.14286
600
109
56.63156
57.14286
km 6122.429 5712.231 6942.166 6907.833 9003.257 12378.71
degrees
km2
km2
degrees
W
W
25.5474
28521589
57043.18
2.168479
5741.872
22.49409
28059051
56118.1
2.35789
4856.426
31.14033
34176551
68353.1
2.004963
6716.626
30.91976
33741920
67483.84
2.005572
6712.545
42.34804
57991579
115983.2
1.834638
8021.641
54.1141
83885764
167771.5
1.315435
15603.6
109.7218 471.0625 540.8935 778.7718 1147.175 1194.848
1.23E-05 5.54E-05 5.58E-05 8.06E-05 9.82E-05 8.24E-05
W 109.7218 471.0625 540.8935 778.7719 1147.175 1194.848
W
kg
W
kg
kg
kg
W
kg
1
109.7218
8
182.8697
8
5
94.21251
8
785.1042
40
5
108.1787
8
901.4892
40
8
97.34649
8
1297.953
64
11
104.2886
8
1911.958
88
24.22306 23.48216 24.97525 24.97222 25.90134
12.11153 11.74108 12.48762 12.48611 12.95067
12
99.57066
8
1991.413
96
30.2041
15.10205
219.4436 942.1251 1081.787 1557.544 2294.35 2389.696
58.96416 138.0316 149.582 205.2946 279.8087 300.6192
600
160
56.81818
57.14286
600
176
56.81818
57.14286
600
234
56.98006
57.14286
21196.88 26029.97 30467.19
67.70921
1.09E+08
218819.7
0.762732
46410.88
71.15879 73.31689
1.14E+08 1.17E+08
228936
0.61108
72304.94
234528.6
0.515293
101684.4
2294.841 2640.971 3607.275
0.00012 0.000127 0.000166
2294.841 2640.971 3607.275
23
99.77568
8
3824.735
184
26
101.5758
8
4401.619
208
36
100.2021
8
6012.125
288
41.22153 47.72895 53.81283
20.61076 23.86448 26.90642
4589.682 5281.943 7214.55
551.8111 631.723 849.6893
600
501
57.0288
57.14286
520
389
57.12654
57.14286
20252.72 32268.98
66.83185 74.01492
1.08E+08 1.18E+08
216030.3
0.800873
42095.61
272549.2
0.520152
99793.88
7120.457 6986.785
0.000379 0.000315
7120.458 6986.786
71
100.2881
8
11867.43
568
70
99.81122
8
11644.64
560
39.97276 51.45033
19.98638 25.72517
14240.92 13973.57
1577.354 1568.747
510
438
57.07763
57.14286
320
585
56.98006
57.14286
320
292
57.07763
57.14286
320
146
57.07763
57.14286
32562.6 40373.34 40373.34 40373.34
74.12095 76.34838
1.18E+08 1.21E+08
278187.1 452541.2
0.520107 0.520794
99810.86 99547.91
76.34838
1.21 E+08
452541.2
0.520794
99547.91
76.34838
1.21 E+08
452541.2
0.520794
99547.91
8022.725 17401.31 8700.654 4350.327
0.000361 0.000742 0.000371 0.000186
8022.725 17401.31 8700.655 4350.327
80
100.2841
8
13371.21
640
174
100.0075
8
29002.18
1392
87
100.0075
8
14501.09
696
87
50.00376
8
7250.546
696
51.2036 46.40292 46.40292 46.40292
25.6018 23.20146 23.20146 23.20146
16045.45 34802.62 17401.31 8700.655
1786.502 3781.779 1925.692 1345.648
Constellation Characterization Part A
Table 7-3a
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250
291
56.98882
57.14286
45440.09
77.36546
1.22E+08
584074.8
0.519113
100193.6
11173.68
0.000465
11173.68
112
99.76498
8
18622.8
896
44.77725
22.38862
22347.36
2452.99
1 2 3 4 5
Teledisic Iridium HughesNet SkyBridge
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
HughesLink Boeing OrbLink TearDrop Virgo Pentriad
Constellation LEO-288-Tele LEO-66-Irid LEO-70-Net LEO-48-Sky LEO-40 MEO-36 MEO-22-Link MEO-20-Boe MEO-15 MEO-7-Orb HEO-6-Tear HEO-5-Virgo GEO-3 GEO-6 GEO-12 H
Crosslinks
Crosslink capacity Mbps 277.7778 1212.121 1142.857 1666.667 1428.571 1234.568 1818.182 2000 2666.667 5714.286 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000
Radio Radio Radio Radio Radio Radio Optical Optical Optical Optical Optical Optical Optical Optical Optical 0
kg 40.90909 50 47.72727 59.09091 54.54545 49.54545 81.81818 83.63636 85.90909 90.90909 100 100 100 100 100
W 25 25 25 25 25 25 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Number of Crosslinks 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Mass Crosslinks kg 81.81818 100 95.45455 118.1818 109.0909 99.09091 163.6364 167.2727 171.8182 181.8182 200 200 200 200 200
Total Power Crosslinks W 50 50 50 50 50 50 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Spacecraft Bus
Structure Mass kg 62.01665 130.7675 137.6044 185.9013 237.8086 232.3454 419.4776 472.3708 596.8092 1126.316 1071.376 1194.88 2530.313 1305.311 787.4022
Length of spacecraft side m 1.218943 1.524781 1.540922 1.696672 1.824518 1.832672 2.21852 2.312435 2.52401 3.036954 3.029139 3.157433 4.029922 3.241193 2.780832
Length of Solar Array m 1.419809 4.046579 4.171115 5.357904 6.476026 6.007014 8.154426 8.632519 10.4663 18.53865 16.6647 18.32021 29.89396 18.60826 10.87238
Max Ballistic Coefficient kg/M2 208.6947 281.2255 289.7618 322.8916 357.1915 345.8871 426.1396 441.6866 468.4069 610.5954 583.813 599.2748 779.0241 621.2613 509.1163
Min Ballistic Coefficient kg/M2 62.67912 44.58413 45.17793 44.13631 44.10377 45.7797 51.02717 52.17074 50.40217 46.22673 48.63921 47.54453 49.19324 49.77118 57.72612
Mass TT&C kg 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19
PowerTT&C W 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
Mass ADCS kg 14.35143 30.67386 32.27758 43.60648 55.78227 54.50078 98.39598 110.803 139.9923 136.3057 129.657 144.6033 306.2162 157.9676 95.29071
Power ADCS W 29.44436 101.7125 115.6787 163.2544 236.935 246.4696 463.4682 532.6943 725.955 1428.592 1401.857 1609.045 3484.762 1744.631 874.5655
Mass Thermal Control kg 12.40333 26.1535 27.52089 37.18026 47.56173 46.46908 83.89552 94.47417 119.3618 225.2631 214.2753 238.976 506.0626 261.0623 157.4804
Power Thermal Control W 7.36109 25.42813 28.91968 40.8136 59.23375 61.6174 115.867 133.1736 181.4888 357.1479 350.4643 402.2613 871.1905 436.1577 218.6414
Radiation Dose Rad/Year 1550 472 7610 7100 92000 49300 240000 164000 89400 382000 86700 50000 25500 25500 25500
Required Shield Thickness mils 10 0 43 43 182 165 240 210 180 250 180 165 150 150 150
Reqired Shield density g/cm2 0.07112 0 0.305816 0.305816 1.294384 1.17348 1.70688 1.49352 1.28016 1.778 1.28016 1.17348 1.0668 1.0668 1.0668
Mass Radiation Hardening kg 3.17015 0 21.78426 26.41054 129.265 118.2406 252.0293 239.5914 244.6627 491.9598 352.3902 350.9661 519.7537 336.2127 247.4878
SoarAray Shielding Thickness mils 0 0 10 10 20 10 30 30 10 30 20 10 20 20 20
Mass Solar Array Shielding kg 0 0 9.14228 12.93048 33.6131 15.65904 77.19689 85.18242 37.5756 240.2477 143.6046 82.27848 342.714 171.5783 86.01043
Electric Power System
Solar Arrays
Degradation/year 0.005
Array efficiency 0.22
Inherent Degradation 0.722032 0.721595 0.723028 0.722983 0.726097 0.732194 0.750484 0.761015 0.770806 0.748452 0.774804 0.775456 0.792881 0.792881 0.792881
Life Degradation 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111 0.95111
Constellation Characterization Part B
Table 7-3b
Chapte
EO-9-Pent
10000
ptical
100
10
2
200
20
1626.261
3.510819
21.57223
659.695
49.64218
19
25
196.8086
2239.236
325.2521
559.8089
48300
165
1.17348
433.9242
10
107.7272
0.804235
0.95111
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Based On
Based On
Constellation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Teledisic Iridium HughesNetSkyBridge HughesLink Boeing OrbLinkTearDrop Virgo Pentriad
LEO-288-Tele LEO-66-Irid LEO-70-NetLEO-48-Sky LEO-40 MEO-36 MEO-22-Link MEO-20-Boe MEO-15 MEO-7-Orb HEO-6-Tear HEO-5-Virgo GEO-3 GEO-6 GEO-12 HEO-9-Pent
rho
Beta
phi
Period
Eclipse time
Day Time
Power EOL
P EOL Total
P BOL Total
Area Solar Array
Mass Solar Array
Batteries
# eclipsed orbits Life
Capacity Batteries
Mass Batteries
Mass EPS Distribution
Mass EPS Regulation
Total Mass EPS
Total Power used EPS
Propulsion
deltaV operational orbit
deltaV orbital maintenance
deltaV North-South SK
deltaV East-West SK
deltaV Rephasing
deltaV DeOrbit
Total yearly deltaV
Total Lifetime deltaV
Mass Fuel
Mass Fuel Tank
Mass Propulsion Subsystem
Apogee Kick Motor Mass
59.82132
78
119.6426
min 105.1177
min 34.93488
min 70.18281
W
W
m2
kg
368.0545
714.8613
1040.961
62.92469
108
125.8494
100.5565
35.15271
65.40381
1271.406
2547.073
3711.221
54.15707
77.5
108.3141
115.7616
34.82948
80.93208
1445.984
2658.52
3865.93
54.38008
78
108.7602
115.2764
34.82632
80.45005
2040.68
3759.873
5467.818
42.85164
68
85.70329
150.6375
35.86148
114.7761
2961.687
4907.987
7106.865
31.01544
78
62.03088
228.425
39.35945
189.0655
3080.87
4611.279
6621.627
3.461332 12.3403 12.85472 18.18121 23.63126 22.01778
26.02402 92.78052 96.64825 136.6954 177.6716 165.5407
12500.27
0.53
Whr 449.2642
kg 8.985284
kg
kg
kg
W
m/s/year
m/s/year
m/s/year
m/s/year
m/s/year
m/s
m/s/year
m/s/life
kg
kg
kg
kg
13067.28
0.5
1655.311
33.10621
11350.92
0.55
1695.72
33.91439
11398.69
0.55
2392.908
47.85816
8722.926
0.58
3391.139
67.82279
5752.436
0.59
3806.068
76.12136
5.478504 19.64758 20.41478 28.86123 38.18379 37.09862
14.29723 50.94145 53.1704 75.19746 98.15973 92.22558
54.78504 196.4758 204.1478 288.6123 381.8379 370.9862
36.80545 127.1406 144.5984 204.068 296.1687 308.087
375.7972
5
0
0
5
272.2039
10
748.0011
7.78969
0.778969
3.574307
0
266.3033
20
0
0
5
219.4551
25
735.7584
16.15976
1.615976
12.73536
0
608.3526
3
0
0
5
382.4977
8
1070.85
24.60926
2.460926
13.2926
0
598.3807
3
0
0
5
377.8197
8
1056.2
32.79999
3.279999
18.79936
0
1206.511
3
0
0
5
653.4111
8
1939.922
75.92508
7.592508
24.53993
0
2051.293
0
0
0
5
994.8714
5
3096.165
116.1217
11.61217
23.05639
0
17.35817
68
34.71635
518.4638
49.99769
468.4661
5793.352
7766.944
10881.23
13.89454
80
27.78908
717.976
55.42193
662.5541
6658.679
8690.649
12006.82
11.72786
73
23.45572
921.9465
60.06923
861.8773
9074.438
11648.81
15889.32
36.18152 39.92427 52.83409
272.0308 300.1706 397.2331
2534.41
0.7
7662.81
153.2562
1830.145
0.72
9491.687
189.8337
1425.245
0.77
13109.54
262.1907
64.51398 73.75748 99.15555
155.3389 173.813 232.9762
645.1398 737.5748 991.5555
579.3352 665.8679 907.4438
3407.975
0
0
0
5
1390.747
5
4848.722
318.8881
31.88881
38.83472
0
3852.045
0
0
0
5
1463.144
5
5365.188
393.9727
39.39727
43.45325
0
4161.85
0
0
0
5
1492.482
5
5704.331
526.2741
52.62741
58.24405
0
18.23919
23
36.47838
482.5143
48.89261
433.6217
17857.39
24106.38
33863.94
11.02709
86.4
22.05418
1009.983
61.87315
948.1095
17523.21
22374.86
30362.52
112.6021 100.9594
846.5985 759.0629
2723.235
0.68
23777.08
475.5417
1301.012
0.8
25097.6
501.9521
200.4742 189.8347
482.1276 447.4973
2004.742 1898.347
1785.739 1752.321
3303.296
0
0
0
5
1368.947
5
4722.243
835.6405
83.56405
120.5319
0
2356.234
1
0
0
0
86.76876
1
2453.003
428.8159
42.88159
111.8743
0
10.92065
86.4
21.84129
1024.602
62.16286
962.439
20113.06
25661.01
34792.5
8.684553
23
17.36911
1439.971
69.47502
1370.496
43559.52
54643.7
72460.5
115.6896 240.9407
869.8126 1811.513
1282.449
0.8
28941.8
578.8359
912.5185
0.85
65932.44
1318.649
8.684553
23
17.36911
1439.971
69.47502
1370.496
21807.89
27357.13
36277.04
8.684553
23
17.36911
1439.971
69.47502
1370.496
10932.07
13713.85
18185.3
120.6259 60.46852
906.9259 454.6326
912.5185
0.85
33008.79
660.1758
912.5185
0.85
16546.96
330.9393
217.9854 469.2261 234.916 117.761
513.2203 1092.874 547.1426 274.2769
2179.854 4692.261
2011.306 4355.952
2364.29
1
0
0
0
86.14808
1
2460.439
479.6378
47.96378
128.3051
0
0
0
46
1
0
106.2653
47
576.2653
245.567
24.5567
273.2185
10880.35
2349.16 1177.61
2180.789 1093.207
0
0
46
1
0
106.2653
47
576.2653
126.6806
12.66806
136.7856
5612.839
0
0
46
1
0
106.2653
47
576.2653
76.41742
7.641742
68.56923
3385.829
7.663545
86.4
15.32709
1734.912
73.86433
1661.048
27990.44
34844.85
45553.82
151.4724
1138.845
757.3869
0.86
44519.71
890.3943
302.9041
696.897
3029.041
2799.044
3332.646
1
0
0
0
65.41659
1
3408.063
890.0035
89.00035
174.2242
0
Number of Gateways
Antennas each
41
2
30
2
26
2
24
2
17
2
16
2
13.5
2
7
1I
3
2
3
2
3
1
3
2
Constellation Characterization Part C
Table 7-3c
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50
6
39
2
3
2
3
2
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Constellation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Teledisic Iridium HughesNetSkyBridge HughesLink Boeing OrbLinkTearDrop Virgo
LEO-288-Tele LEO-66-Irid LEO-70-NetLEO-48-Sky LEO-40 MEO-36 MEO-22-Link MEO-20-Boe MEO-15 MEO-7-Orb HEO-6-Tear HEO-5-ViraoGEO-3
13 14 15 16
Pentriad
GEO-6 GEO-12 HEO-9-Pent
Cot
Research & Development
Heritage Factor 0.4
Payload FYOO$K 49738.4 84096.56 86571.42 114284.2 137398.2 141217.6 252767.6 282285.2 360898.6 621515.4 624898.3 7018312 1406763 7510069 546077.4
Spacecraft Bus
Structure FYOO$K 4827.047 8965.914 9353.294 12006.16 14728.84 14447.44 23591.09 26034.82 31611.36 53552.22 51374.96 56244.33 104841.7 60526.06 39787.15
Thermal FYOO$K 1949.364 3130.601 3233.567 3914.215 4576.725 4509.677 6562.515 7076.525 8209.294 12287.24 11903.19 12757.08 20543.1 13493.63 9788.927
EPS FYOO$K 3435.022 12319.03 12800.07 18095.99 23941.24 23260.84 40450.27 46245.94 62170.53 125697.3 119026.4 136676.9 294204.8 147292.3 73836.13
TT&C FYOO$K 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043 5123.043
ADACS FYOO$K 4672.464 9027.058 9434.853 12246.41 15161.08 14858.64 24798.72 27488.07 33665.9 32895.89 31500.11 34625.21 66359.7 37383.2 24118.75
Propulsion FYO0$K 546.8689 1948.51 2033.768 2876.303 3754.61 3527.628 5941.712 6648.347 8911.34 18441.38 17116.77 19630.67 41802.43 20928.2 10491.09
Apogee Kick Motor FYOO$K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18962.78 11542.69 7900.759
Total RDT&E sat & payload FYOO$K 70292.21 124610.7 128550 168546.3 204683.8 206944.9 359234.9 400901.9 510590.1 869512.5 860942.7 966888.4 1958600 1047296 717123.3
Integrat., Assem. & Test FYOO$K 16101.83 27780.3 28627.25 37226.46 44996.01 45482.14 78224.51 87182.91 110765.9 187934.2 186091.7 208870 422088 226157.6 155170.5
Program Level FYOO$K 23397.49 37868.87 38873.17 48819.26 57483.27 58016.84 92255.8 101175.5 123996.4 194022.1 192412.7 212139.6 384102.1 226881.3 164996.5
Ground Support Equipment FYOO$K 11978.96 17300.21 17649.36 21001.9 23791.42 23959.81 34139.55 36631.55 42784.58 60217.1 59835.41 64463.87 101422.4 67856.17 53210.34
Total RDT&E FYOO$K 121770.5 207560.1 213699.8 275594 330954.5 334403.6 563854.8 625891.9 788136.9 1311686 1299282 1452362 2866213 1568191 1090501
Real RDT&E FYOO$K 48708.19 83024.04 85479.92 110237.6 132381.8 133761.5 225541.9 250356.8 315254.8 524674.3 519713 580944.8 1146485 627276.5 436200.3
Satellite Construction
Payload FYOO$K 19709.53 33324.42 34305.12 45286.7 54445.94 55959.42 100162.6 111859.4 143011 246284 247624.6 278110.3 557449.1 297596.8 216390.7
Spacecraft Bus
Structure FYOO$K 812.4181 1713.054 1802.618 2435.307 3115.293 3043.725 5495.156 6188.058 7818.2 14754.73 14035.03 15652.93 33147.1 17099.58 10314.97
Thermal FYOO$K 300.1111 508.5623 527.22 652.1709 776.1965 763.5466 1159.401 1260.947 1487.628 2330.786 2249.82 2430.228 4130.693 2586.954 1809.63
EPS FYOO$K 2375.839 6295.247 6481.953 8441.862 10451.82 10224.4 15594.95 17272.45 21647.51 37041.51 35531.91 39485.55 70873.3 41804.63 24682.67
TT&C FYOO$K 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472 3381.472
ADACS FYOO$K 2321.534 4188.772 4357.965 5505.526 6666.458 6547.153 10361.22 11362.77 13626.69 13347.04 12838.38 13974.17 25032.92 14967.7 10106.25
Propulsion FYOO$K 621.3494 1341.712 1379.556 1733.571 2073.625 1988.022 2839.327 3069.236 3765.319 6297.767 5972.187 6584.739 11322.88 6892.524 4222.746
Apogee Kick Motor FYOO$K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10435.5 6052.484 3992.737
Total TFU sat & payload FYOO$K 29522.25 50753.24 52235.9 67436.6 80910.8 81907.74 138994.2 154394.3 194737.9 323437.3 321633.4 359619.4 715772.9 390382.2 274901.2
Integrat., Assem. & Test FYOO$K 3224.866 6799.911 7155.431 9666.869 12366.05 12081.96 21812.83 24563.28 31034.08 58568.41 55711.57 62133.75 131576.3 67876.2 40944.91
Program Level FYOO$K 11280.18 17791.61 18227.72 22595.48 26336.24 26608.88 41512.65 45348.12 55124.94 84460.53 84064.18 92338.82 164735.2 98938.06 73666.13
Launch & Operational Support FYOO$K 1519.408 3203.804 3371.309 4554.582 5826.312 5692.463 10277.2 11573.09 14621.83 27594.73 26248.72 29274.55 61992.67 31980.13 19291.35
Total TFU FYOO$K 45546.7 78548.57 80990.36 104253.5 125439.4 126291 212596.8 235878.8 295518.7 494061 487657.8 543366.5 1074077 589176.6 408803.6
Learning Curve 0.85 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Full Production Costs FYOO$K 3477021 2742243 2972150 2778294 2864019 2637013 2923662 2991978 2937019 2994614 2562612 2411786 2970636 3096086 4081651
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937301.2
72641.95
15515.15
189920.9
5123.043
45232.88
26656.31
0
1292391
278853.2
270771.3
77664
1919680
767872
371418.5
21304.01
3021.97
50752.08
3381.472
17755.79
8194.929
0
475828.8
34565.55
116857.4
39843.38
717095.2
0.95
5485356
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Based On
Constellation
kg
kg
FY00$K
Teledisic Iridium HughesNetSkyBridge HughesLink Boeing
LEO-288-Tele LEO-66-Irid LEO-70-NetLEO-48-Sky LEO-40 MEO-36 MEO-22-LinkMEO-20-Boe MEO-15_
OrbLinkTearDrop Virgo Pentriad
MEO-7-Orb HEO-6-Tear HEO-5-Virgo GEO-3 GEO-6 GEO-12 HEO-9-Pent
Launch
ni imhr sateliA0e 2
mass satellite
Total mass launched
Vehicle
Satellites per launch
Number Launches
Cost Each Launch
Vehicle
Satellites per launch
Number Launches
Cost Each Launch
Total Launch Costs.
ZOO
318.6519
1911.911
Soyuz
6
48
50000
66
671.6133
2014.84
Soyuz
3
22
50000
7U
715.0924
2860.369
Soyuz
4
18
50000
48
965.5866
2896.76
Soyuz
3
16
50000
FYOO$K
40
1272.561
3817.682
Soyuz
3
13
50000
Tsiklon 3
2
25000
FYOO$K 2400000 1100000 900000 800000 650000 600000
36
1289.461
3868.383
Soyuz
3
12
50000
22
2448.165
4896.33
Soyuz
2
11
50000
20
2795.224
5590.448
Soyuz
2
10
50000
15
3562.947
10688.84
Zenit
3
3
90000
7
6550.782
13101.56
Zenit
2
3
90000
6
5828.579
17485.74
Proton
3
2
106000
Soyuz Soyuz
2 1
2 1
50000 50000
550000
5
6502.001
13004
Zenit
2
2
90000
3
23802.03
11901.02
Delta IV
0.5
6
170000
6
12278.75
12278.75
Delta IV
1
6
170000
12
7406.899
7406.899
Ariane 5
1
12
150000
Soyuz
1
50000
9
9110.307
18220.61
Proton
2
4
106000
Zenit
9
90000
500000 370000 320000 212000 230000 1020000 1020000 1800000 514000
Risk Management
Satellite & Launch Insurance FY0O$K 1175404 768448.6 774430 715658.7 702803.8 647402.6 694732.3 698395.6 661403.8 662922.8 554922.3 528357.1 798127.2 823217.3 1176330
Insurance
Government Equipment & Liability FYOO$K 240000 110000 90000 80000 65000 60000 55000 50000 37000 32000 21200 23000 102000 102000 180000
Gateways
Initial Acquisition Cost FYOO$K 475000 253500 266500 195000 169000 156000 110500 104000 87750 40250 19500 19500 17250 19500 19500Annual Recurring Cost FYOO$K 49100 26950 28250 21100 18500 17200 12650 12000 10375 5625 3550 3550 3325 3550 355C
User Terminal
Mobile Terminals FYOO$K 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000 300000Fixed Terminals FYOO$K 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 700000 140000 140000 140000Total Terminal Cost FYOO$K 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 440000 440000 440000
Total Cost of Network FYOO$K 8816134 6057215 6088560 5679190 5583205 5234177 5559436 5594730 5408427 5574461 4889947 4793587 6494498 6128080 8133682
Annual Upkeep FYOO$K 49100 26950 28250 21100 18500 17200 12650 12000 10375 5625 3550 3550 3325 3550 3550
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1199871
51400
19500
3550
300000
700000
1000000
9037999
3550
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Teledisic Iridium HughesNetSkyBridgeBased On
Constellation
4 5 6 7 8
HughesLink Boeing
LEO-288-Tele LEO-66-Irid LEO-70-NetLEO-48-Sky LEO-40 MEO-36 MEO-22-Link MEO-20-Boe MEO-15
9 10 11 12 13 14
OrbLinkTearDrop Virgo
MEO-7-Orb HEO-6-Tear HEO-5-Virgo GEO-3 GEO-6
15 16
Pentriad
Cost incurred in year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
NetPresentValue Expend
NPV Revenue in year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
NPV Total Revenue
Cost per subscription/year
Cost per subscription/month
Market
Year
#subscribers
Total subscription years
Total subscription months
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
24354.1
2000365
6041415
299100
299100
299100
49100
49100
49100
49100
49100
49100
49100
41512.02
1539383
3726320
276950
276950
276950
26950
26950
26950
26950
26950
26950
26950
42739.96
1662065
3633755
278250
278250
278250
28250
28250
28250
28250
28250
28250
28250
55118.79
1541766
3332306
271100
271100
271100
21100
21100
21100
21100
21100
21100
21100
66190.89
1582700
3184313
268500
268500
268500
18500
18500
18500
18500
18500
18500
18500
66880.73
1463387
2953909
267200
267200
267200
17200
17200
17200
17200
17200
17200
17200
112771
1629852
3066813
262650
262650
262650
12650
12650
12650
12650
12650
12650
12650
125178.4
1673167
3046384
262000
262000
262000
12000
12000
12000
12000
12000
12000
12000
157627.4
1670012
2830788
260375
260375
260375
10375
10375
10375
10375
10375
10375
10375
262337.2
1779769
2782355
255625
255625
255625
5625
5625
5625
5625
5625
5625
5625
259856.5
1550912
2329178
253550
253550
253550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
290472.4
1506115
2247000
253550
253550
253550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
573242.5
2067185
3524070
113325
113325
113325
3325
3325
3325
3325
3325
3325
3325
313638.2
1871431
3613010
113550
113550
113550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
FYOO$K 2715588 1851467 1872134 1737791 1712557 1599436 1712459 1728012 1677629 1750107 1528417 1502217 2144895 1973560 2575871 2896175
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
FYOO$K
2006
250000
8500000
1E+08
248093.4
381682.2
440402.5
451694.9
347457.6
267275.1
205596.2
158150.9
121654.6
93580.44
2715588
169148.1
260227.8
300262.9
307961.9
236893.8
182226
140173.9
107826
82943.11
63802.39
1851466
171036.2
263132.6
303614.6
311399.6
239538.1
184260.1
141738.5
109029.6
83868.96
64514.58
1872133
158762.8
244250.4
281827.4
289053.8
222349
171037.7
131567.5
101205.8
77850.58
59885.06
1737790
156457.5
240703.9
277735.2
284856.6
219120.5
168554.2
129657.1
99736.23
76720.18
59015.52
1712557
146122.8
224804.3
259389.6
266040.6
204646.6
157420.5
121092.7
93148.21
71652.47
55117.28
1599435
4789.998 3265.782 3302.237 3065.27 3020.762 2821.227
399.1665 272.1485 275.1864 255.4392 251.7302 235.1023
2007
500000
2008
750000
2009
1000000
2010 2011 2012
1000000 1000000 1000000
156448.6
240690.1
277719.3
284840.3
219108
168544.6
129649.7
99730.52
76715.79
59012.14
1712459
157869.4
242876
280241.5
287427.2
221097.8
170075.2
130827.1
100636.2
77412.49
59548.07
1728011
153266.4
235794.5
272070.6
279046.8
214651.4
165116.4
127012.6
97702.03
75155.41
57811.85
1677628
3020.589 3048.021 2959.151
251.7158 254.0018 246.5959
2013
1000000
2014
1000000
159888
245981.6
283824.9
291102.5
223925
172250
132500
101923.1
78402.36
60309.51
1750107
139634.6
214822.4
247872
254227.7
195559.8
150430.6
115715.8
89012.19
68470.92
52669.93
1528416
3086.996 2695.958
257.2497 224.6631
137241
211139.9
243623
249869.8
192207.5
147851.9
113732.3
87486.35
67297.19
51767.07
1502216
195955.4
301469.8
347849.8
356769
274437.7
211105.9
162389.2
124914.8
96088.27
73914.06
2144894
180302.4
277388.3
320063.4
328270.2
252515.5
194242.7
149417.5
114936.5
88412.7
68009.77
1973559
2649.744 3783.357 3481.141
220.812 315.2798 290.0951
2015
1000000
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GEO-12 HEO-9-Pent
218100.1
2268676
5316906
113550
113550
113550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
383936
3136364
4767699
253550
253550
253550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
3550
235329
362044.7
417743.8
428455.2
329580.9
253523.8
195018.3
150014.1
115395.4
88765.73
2575871
4543.553
378.6294
264591.7
407064.1
469689.4
481732.7
370563.6
285048.9
219268.4
168668
129744.6
99803.55
2896175
5108.534
425.7112
7.3 Results
The estimates for the total network and cost per monthly subscription cost are
shown. Plots of cost verses number of satellites and altitude are also provided. The total
cost was found to be minimal for the HEO and MEO systems with apogees below
geosynchronos altitude. The LEO and GEO constellations both had greater costs. A trend
between fewer satellites and lower costs is observed with the exception of the GEO
satellites, which are very expensive. An explanation of the figures follows:
Figure 7-1 Constellation Cost Per Subscription Month: Presents final calculated monthly
subscription price for each constellation.
Figure 7-2 Total Constellation Cost: Presents total cost of constellation configurations.
Figure 7-3 Cost Per Subscription Month vs. Operational Altitude: Relates the
subscription cost to the constellations operational altitude. A curve fit is include to
identify the "bucket" of less expensive constellations between LEO and GEO.
Figure 7-4 Total Constellation Cost vs. Operational Altitude: Presents results for total
network cost with a best curve fit to outline the "bucket."
Figure 7-5 Cost Per Subscription Month vs. Number of Satellites: Presents the trend of
subscription price verses altitude. Curve fit reveals a benefit to reducing the
number of satellites.
Figure 7-6 Subsystem Masses for Constellations: Presents a breakdown of the subsystem
masses for each constellation's satellite.
Figure 7-7 Subsystem Masses for Lower Constellations: Details of prior figure.
Figure 7-8 Subsystem Cost for Constellations: Presents a breakdown of the subsystem
costs for each constellation's satellite.
Figure 7-9 Subsystem Cost for Lower Constellations: Details of prior figure.
Figure 7-10 Total Network Masses for Constellations: Presents the constellation mass
for each configuration. Less expensive constellations generally weigh less.
Figure 7-11 Beginning of Life Satellite Power for Constellations: Presents the BOL
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power requirements of each constellation's satellites. The higher altitude
constellations require more power as expected.
Figure 7-12 Radiation Dose verses Altitude: Presents the calculated radiation dose per
year. The peak at Van Allen Belt altitudes is evident.
Figure 7-13 Radiation Dose and Altitude for Constellations: Presents the yearly radiation
dosage each satellite experiences with their altitudes.
Figure 7-14 Net Present Value of Revenue Received: Shows the diminishing returns
future revenues value experiences. Even though the same current year dollars are
taken in, their value is reduced in constant year terms.
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8 Conclusions & Future Work
8.0 Final Comments
This master of engineering thesis project was conducted over a five-month period
from January to May 2001. The top-level objective has been to contribute to the
aerospace industry's ability to successfully conceive, design, implement, and operate
broadband satellite communication systems. Considering this project's time constraints,
limits imposed by open-literature costing data, uncertainties in extrapolating new
technologies, and the massive scale of the task undertaken a number of assumptions,
approximations, and abstractions had to be implemented. These estimates' contributions
are characterized in the analyses performed and are packaged in a convenient spreadsheet
formulation for future reassessment when resources become available. A computer
diskette with the spreadsheet is archived in the aero/astro library. A future investigator
could easily adjust the evaluation when improved statistics and more accurate
information are assessable.
The sections that follow: identify factors that should be included in an expanded
analysis, compare a prior attempt to characterize constellations based on altitude, state the
conclusions, mention possible sources of error, suggests improvements for future work,
and resolve some concerns uncovered in the final review.
8.1 Qualitative Comparison
As the thesis progressed it became evident that an excessive number of variables
are involved in a comprehensive constellation comparison. In order to simplify the work
and reduce the number of independent variables several of these factors affecting a
constellation's ability to deliver broadband service are ignored. These issues could not be
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quantified with the time and resources available and are omitted to let the remaining
effort continue. Neglected characteristics of each constellation are listed below with a
discussion of their expected influence on constellation effectiveness.
0 Interference - A serious issue with the deployment of new communications
satellite systems is how they avoid interfering with existing geostationary and
other satellites. For a majority of the constellations, communications must cease
with users in the geostationary rings' line-of-sight. This involves a complex
control algorithm to shut down satellites and pass their users to other satellites to
avoid interference. The HEO constellations considered only deliver service to the
northern hemisphere and never operating in line with the GEO ring.
* Orbit Crowding - There are an increasing number of satellites occupying a finite
amount of space above the Earth. Particularly with GEO satellites there are
problems with orbital slots being increasingly difficult to obtain. Non-GEO
constellations do not suffer from this, as their altitudes are still relatively empty.
0 Robustness to Failures - Some constellations are more capable of delivering the
required level of service when one or multiple satellites fail than others. Networks
with more satellites are able to more effectively rephase satellites to ensure
operations are maintained before a replacement is in place.
0 Scalability - Some constellations may commence service before fully operational
to begin receiving revenue earlier, or be able to add a few satellites at a time to
meet increasing capacity demands. This feature brings more flexibility and
robustness to the constellation's design. GEO and HEO constellations considered
are more scalable than circular LEO and MEO configurations that require an
entire additional constellation to be added.
0 Signal Latency -Transmission delays are a result of the communications
distances being large enough that the speed of light related delay becomes
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noticeable. Constellations with satellites closer to the Earth suffer less delay and
are more attractive for uses like teleconferencing/education/medicine, telephone
services, and some media applications such as interactive video games. The result
of this is that lower altitude constellations gain subscribers faster and have a
larger potential market.
e Coverage Area - Some constellations offer greater coverage areas. While this
may not affect most users, those that are mobile or outside common coverage
areas will probably choose a constellation that delivers greater coverage. This
particularly affects the HEO constellations considered due to their localized
coverage of the northern latitudes.
Constellations considered are given values from one (bad) to five (best) to assess their
ability to meet the above qualitative advantages. The values are then summed to provide
a secondary measure of how effective the constellations are in Table 8-1.
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Qualitative Comparison of Constellations
Table 8-1
The qualitative analysis suggests LEO constellations would benefit from the
factors omitted from the quantitative thesis analysis found in chapter 7.
inclusion of
8.2 Draim Number
SThe Draim number (Draim et al. 2000) is: ND =
dxAVxT
where S is the area of satellite footprint on Earth, d is maximum slant range, AV is
change in velocity required to orbit, and T is the period of a sea level satellite (84.5 min).
The number supports a "Bath Tub" or saddle region of more effective
constellation designs at medium altitudes. According to the Draim number the best
altitude for satellites to orbit is around -5000 km and elliptical orbits are always a little
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Constellation Interference Orbit Robustness Scalability Signal Coverage TotalCrowding to Failures Latency Area Score
LEO-288-Tele 4 4 5 1 5 5 24
LEO-66-Irid 3 3 4 2 5 5 22
LEO-70-Net 3 4 4 2 5 5 23
LEO-48-Sky 2 4 4 2 5 5 22
LEO-40 2 4 4 2 5 5 22
MEO-36 2 4 4 2 4 5 21
MEO-22-Link 1 4 3 3 3 5 19
MEO-20-Boe 1 4 3 3 3 5 19
M E O - 1 5 1 4 2 3 3 5 18
MEO-7-Orb 1 4 1 4 3 5 18
HEO-6-Tear 5 3 1 4 3 2 18
HEO-5-Virgo 5 3 1 4 3 2 18
G E O - 3 3 1 1 5 2 4 16
G E 0 - 6 3 1 3 5 2 4 18
G E O - 1 2 3 1 4 5 2 4 19
HEO-9-Pent 5 5 2 4 1 2 19
more efficient. The LEO and GEO satellites are the least effective with the lowest Draim
number. This rudimentary metric for comparison suggests the MEO altitudes offer the
best tradeoff between communication distances and launch costs with satellite footprint.
The elliptical orbits faired better because of their reduced launch velocity needs and
larger footprints. Figure 8-1 shows how Draim number varies with altitude.
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Figure 8-1
The Draim number is imperfect for several reasons though. The power required
by a satellite is proportional to distance squared, which suggests the slant range metric in
the Draim number should be squared. The area of satellite footprint is highly variable for
elliptical orbits, and the Draim number uses only the maximum value when the satellite is
at apogee. Assuming the footprint is equal to its apogee value overestimates the elliptical
satellites ability to cover the Earth. Elliptical orbits have Draim numbers that vary during
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the orbit depending on the satellites altitude. An average Draim number for the entire
revolution would be more accurate to assess elliptical orbits.
Draim number does support the existence of a region between LEO and GEO
being the most "good" location for satellites. The Draim number study does not attempt
to include many of the additional influential factors that should be considered before any
concrete conclusions are deduced.
8.3 Best Constellation Design Conclusion
The results of the analysis predicted that the HEO-5-Virgo, HEO-6-Tear, and the
MEO-36 constellations have the lowest monthly subscription rates costing $220, $224,
and $235 per month respectively. The remaining LEO and MEO constellations are all in
the range of 10-15% more expensive, while the GEO and HEO-9-Pent configurations are
from 50-100% more expensive than these top three. A trend is also found between the
number of satellites and costs that suggest a constellation wants to have the fewest
number of satellites possible at its altitude.
In cases where there is little competition and a market in the northern latitudes can
support a satellite network the HEO constellations are preferred. When global coverage is
required a MEO constellation at low altitude is recommended as the most economical
constellation design. A low altitude MEO constellation offers reduced numbers of
satellites, sufficient coverage per satellite, and the best value of all systems. Analyzing
more constellation configurations will generate more resolution to the best design.
8.4 Shortfalls of Thesis
Lack of time and resources to complete the project to satisfaction are the basis for
several weaknesses. It is an enormous task to quantify all of the relations involved in a
satellite network's design accurately, and almost more difficult to find the required
statistics that describe contemporary systems. Credible sources of information existed for
parts of the work, but many sections relied on obsolete information and educated
approximations. Several times relations had to be created from an intuitive understanding
of what was being described as opposed to solid reference-able information. Specific
places where great uncertainty and noise prevailed are now discussed.
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Nearly all the costs considered are directly dependent on the communications
payload. A majority of the subsystem masses in particular are fractions of the
communications payload's mass. While this appears reasonable since most of the
network is designed to support the communications payload, it puts great importance on
accurately estimating its characteristics. The payload mass is estimated in three parts: the
phased array antenna, the amplifiers, and the additional mass of processing equipment.
Limited information resulted in the phased array mass being extrapolated from two data
points. The basic relation of antenna mass increasing with altitude is captured, but
improved fidelity would be desirable to model real systems. The amplifier masses are the
most accurate part of the communications payload, but this accuracy is diluted when the
processor mass is included. The additional components of the communications payload
are estimated from the power requirements using a mass per watt relation found from the
proposed FCC filings. These filings do not reflect the actual masses systems would have,
but are more accurate than alternate methods. The FCC filings are found to have one kg
of payload for every seven watts of power. Because some of this mass is antenna and
amplifier a value of one kg per ten watts is used to estimate this additional mass. In
retrospect it would have been better to just use the one kg per seven-watt value for the
entire payload. At the time I was trying to produce a detailed description of the
communications payload, and did not trust the preliminary estimates made by the FCC
filings. Appendix C elaborates on how the mass per power figure is determined.
Another source of error in the analysis is that some assumptions unavoidably had
to be made. Designing the satellite to address users at a minimum elevation angle of 5' is
much lower than required to provide acceptable service. If the elevation angle is
increased to 10' the link margin required to deliver acceptable service through rain
decreases by approximately five dB requiring a third of the power currently provided.
The user terminal used has a relatively small area of 0.27 m2 . The power required is
inversely related to the antenna area; so doubling the antenna area results in half the
power requirements for the satellites. The BER of 10~9 chosen is exceedingly
conservative, and a higher value of 10- would be acceptable for the network's quality of
service requirements while reducing the required power. These three issues over
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estimated the power that should be required of an actual network and, coupled with the
uncertainties of mass, possibly flawed the remaining results.
It is hoped all constellations are affected equally and that relative to one another
the advantage of certain constellation designs still shows. Realistic results require at a
minimum the resolution of these issues.
8.5 Future Work
There are a number of points in the thesis that should be explored further. A
second pass at the following issues would do a lot to improve the reliability, usability,
and credibility of this analysis.
* Improve relations for subsystem mass. Phased arrays in particular have been used
on Globalstar and Iridium satellites; information on these antennas would increase
the entire project's accuracy, as would additional data on the benefits of new
materials.
* Improved and more accurate cost models valid through larger ranges. Refined
historical databases would benefit the analysis greatly. Future cost models should
properly assess the expenditure for advanced propulsion and communications
technology.
e User factor should be smooth relation, not discrete step function. The fraction of
capacity a satellite uses is related to its specific orbit and should be better
estimated.
0 Include differences in market share due to coverage and delay. This is particularly
important if multiple systems are operating where the user has a choice for their
broadband needs.
0 Consider spectrum utilization efficiency. Cost of spectrum licenses should be
included in the overall valuation.
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e Interference analysis should be performed to ensure compatibility with existing
space infrastructure and determine its effect on the constellations' performance.
e Write everything in code to facilitate user interface and develop automatic plots
for many constellation considerations. It would be nice to take thousands of points
and plot the design space to find local minimum subscription fees for the number
of satellites and their altitude.
I hope this work has assisted in the understanding of broadband satellite constellation
design and will serve as a starting point for future more detailed and accurate studies.
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Appendices
A. Satellite Tool Kit Ten Year Radiation Dose Calculations
The following radiation doses are found from Satellite Tool Kit and are used to
determine the required radiation shielding on each satellite.
1000 km Base----------------------------
Total
Total
Total
Dose:
Dose:
Dose:
82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Iridium-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
HughesNet-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
SkyBridge-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
3000 km -------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
6000 km-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
HughesLink-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
1.55e+004
1.09e+004
8.69e+003
4.72e+003
3.25e+003
2.59e+003
7.61e+004
5.17e+004
4.12e+004
7. 1Oe+004
4.85e+004
3.87e+004
9.20e+005
2.88e+005
1.67e+005
4.93e+005
9.96e+004
6.32e+004
2.40e+006
1.34e+005
4.12e+003
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Boeing-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
25000 km-----------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
OrbLink-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
TearDrop-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Virgo-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Pentriad-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
GEO-------------------------
Total Dose: 82.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 232.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
Total Dose: 457.5 mils Al Shielding (RadsSi)
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1.64e+006
7.92e+004
2.67e+003
8.94e+005
3.9 1e+004
1.78e+003
3.82e+006
2.3 1e+005
8.85e+003
8.67e+005
6.11 e+004
1.24e+004
5.00e+005
6.4 1e+004
2.52e+004
4.83e+005
3.35e+004
4.69e+003
2.55e+005
1.79e+004
1.36e+003
B. Explanation of the Decibel, dB
The following equations describe how to
convert between decibels and base ten
numbers.
Decibels to base ten numbers
dB = 10*Logio(#)
Base ten numbers to decibels
#= 10(dB/10)
dB Base 10Number
1 1.258925
2 1.584893
3 1.995262
4 2.511886
5 3.162278
6 3.981072
7 5.011872
8 6.309573
9 7.943282
10 10
11 12.58925
12 15.84893
13 19.95262
14 25.11886
15 31.62278
20 100
25 316.2278
30 1000
40 10000
50 100000
Decibels to Base Ten Numbers
Table B-1
C. Estimation of Additional Payload Weight
Table C-1 shows the communications payload characteristics of FCC proposals.
FCC proposal Boeing HughesNet HughesLink Pentriad SkyBridge
Payload Power (W) 9,500 4,000 6,000 6,000 5,000
Payload Mass (kg) 1,200 600 1,000 600 1,000
Power/Mass Ratio (W/kg) 7.9 6.7 6 10 5
Estimation of Unaccounted Payload Weight
Table C-I
This yields an average power-to-weight ratio of 7.1 W/kg.
Because the phased array and amplifiers are included in the communications payload
mass a larger value of 10 W/kg is used to estimate the mass of the additional processors
and switching devices not considered.
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D. Masters of Engineering Information
The Master of Engineering thesis is twelve units, which amounts to an effort of
twelve hours a week for a total of 180 man-hours during the semester. The master of
engineering program emphasizes a broad systems understanding of the design and
analysis process, multi-disciplinary breadth knowledge in production, requirements, and
economics, and a depth grasp of one engineering discipline. Compared with a science
master degree, which emphasizes a deep study of a single discipline, the master of
engineering is more oriented towards understanding the complex interactions involved in
aerospace systems. For these reasons many assumptions were made to allow a broad
analysis. These assumptions cause the model produced to not be flawlessly accurate, but
allow it to provide some insight into what is not understood.
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